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.JASSY-A VENTURE INTO RESEARCH 

Fred W. Speers 

It is the purpose of this article to demonstrate by example the importance of adequate reference 
material in reaching solutions to some of the tantalizing little problems that crop up in philately. 

Recently I came into possession of four vertical strips of the 5 kopeck handstamped zemstvo emiss
ions of Jassy (Bessarabia province) showing a horse·s head faced to the left. On each strip there are four 
impressions. Here are their descriptions (see also illustrations elsewhere in this issue of the Journal): 

The impressions on each strip are struck with a dark blue violet ink. The spacings between each 
impression are irregular but they are separated by single pencilled horizontal lines. Also at the upper left 
of each impression are pencilled words or proper names abbreviated and virtually illegible. (The pen
cilled lines and abbreviations have not been "picked up" in our illustrations in the centre pages.-Ed.). 
On impressions of three strips the same names appear, but on the fourth the top two differ from those 
of the other three although the bottom two are like those of the third and fourth positions of the other 

. three strips. Each impression on all strips is signed on reverse in ink in fine small handwriting "Medved
eff," presumably Malnoy Medvedeff, one of the great experts and collectors of past years. All of the 
strips apparently were cut from sheets by scissors. (Jassy's regularly issued stamps are known to have 
been prepared in double sheets of 7 by 7). 

One curious aspect of each strip is the existence of a narrow (about three-eighths of an inch) appli
cation of light clear gum on reverse down the right side. 

Now for other characteristics of the separate strips: 

Strip No. 1: On thin lavender grey paper. Has notch or step on right side. The pencilled letters, 
.reading downward, appear as "pob pob cum ilum." 

Strip No. 2: On thin pale beige paper. Also notched or stepped on right side. Same pencilled 
lettering as on No. I. 

Strip No. 3: On thin vertically laid straw coloured paper. Second (from top) impression is much 
darker than others as though the handstamp had been re-inked prior to making the impression. It also 
is placed about 8 mm further to the right than the others. This strip is also notched or stepped on the 
right side and it bears the same pencilled lettering as do Nos. I and 2. 

Strip No. 4: On thin pink paper. Second impression from the top is darkest but not as markedly 
so as is the case on Strip No. 3. Pencilled lettering (from top) appears to read "Kpacien Kpach cum ilum." 
The right edge of this strip is perfectly straight. 

There they are. So what's the problem? It's this: Are they essays, proofs or reprints? Obviously 
they aren't strips of the regular Jassy issues, a number of examples of which are available in my collection 
for comparison. Unless they are unrecorded types of reprints we can eliminate this category on the same 
grounds. It is difficult to conceive of Medvedeff signing reprints. 

Let's turn to the reference material to see if we can find any clues. 
C. Schmidt in his classic "Sammlung Russischer Landschaftsmarken in Reichspostmuseum" (Berlin, 

1934) notes '"Neudruke in d. Farben d. Originale a. dickem P., ungez." Or, freely translated, reprint in 
colour of original on thick paper, imperforate. 

F. Chuchin in his "Catalogue of the Russian Rural Post" (Moscow, 1925) mentions only the regul
arly issued stamps of Jassy. 

William Herrick in his extensive series of articles that ran in the American Journal of Philately 
in 1894-95 mentions six reprints in 1883 for Jassy. Three, he says, were of 2 kopeck value and the others 
5 kopeck. He mentions the latter as "Bright Prussian blue on white wove paper," "Prussian blue on 
same, pin perforated" and "Prussian blue on thick white wove paper." Herrick further writes: "The 
reprints can be easily distinguished from the originals by the paper, which is smooth and very white for 
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the reprints, while the originals are printed on rather rough and yellowish paper; this is especially the case 
with the 5k. blue the paper of which is quite a dirty yellow. The 5k. blue can also be told bv the colour 
of the ink." • 

Stanley Gibbons' "Catalogue of Russian Locals" (London, 1896) has this to say under Jassy: 
"Nos. I and 3 (2k. vermilion and 5k. dull blue) have been reprinted on smooth, stout white paper, and 
the reprints exist both imperf. and pin-perf." 

Now we go to J. B. Moen's exhaustive Catalogue (Brussels, 1883). Under Jassy he notes, "'II 
existe un 5 kop., bleu, tirage d'essai." 

Moens' comment is the first reference to an essay that has cropped up. And he was compiling 
and writing his volume only four years or less after the existence of the short-lived Jassy zemstvo post of 
1879. We'll grant that communications between Brussels and the extreme southwestern frontier of fmper
ial Russia weren't too good in the early 1880s, but still, it can be said, they probably were better than is 
the case today. 

And it is not unreasonable to assume, further, that the compilers of the subsequent works on zem
stvos just skipped over or omitted Moens' brief reference to the existence of Jassy essays. 

Close examination of the impressions on the four strips in question shows that the design is identical 
with that of the regularly issued stamps. Only the papers and the colour of the ink are different. (It 
should also be noted that the thin black frame line which surrounds the 5k. reddish value-Gibbons No. '.! 
-is lacking on the impressions on the strips). 

It would appear, therefore, that the strips in question are in fact essays, experimental in the types 
of paper used and in the ink which is distinctly different from those in any of the definitives or of the 
reprints. The argument against the strips being reprints may be further buttressed by referring to the 
time the reprints are said to have appeared. In this connection, Herrick says they appeared four years 
after discontinuance of the Jassy zemstvo post which was late in 1879. That means they appeared the 
same year as did Moens' catalogue and thus could not have been included in his volume. Schmidt says 
the reprints appeared in February, 1884, making inclusion in Moens' first volume virtually impossible. 
Moens' second volume, published in 1888-89, does mention the 2k. red and 5k. blue reprints as having 
appeared in 1883. His second volume merely adds to data given in the first rather than repeating inform
ation previously published as do most catalogues published today. 

One can go a step further and with reasonable sureness date the strips as "late 1878'" or '"January, 
1879." This depends on whether Herrick is correct in saying Jassy's definitives appeared on January 1st, 
1879, or whether Schmidt is correct in saying it was February 1st, 1879. 

"USED ABROAD" CHRONICLE-VI 11 

S. D. Tchilinghirian 

Twenty-five years ago, the famed collection formed by the late Agathon Faberge was being sold 
at auction by H. R. Harmer. By a remarkable coincidence, it is the privilege of this writer to commemor
ate this anniversary by listing hereunder a number of star items notified by Mr. Oleg A. Faberge, of Hel
sinki, whose collection, although less publicised so far than the one formed by his illustrious father, goes 
a Jong way towards maintaining the fame of the name FABERGE as the most prestigious in Russian 
philately. 

This eighth instalment will record the more important among recent items communicated prior 
to end May, 1964. 

(1) BULGARIA & ROUMELIA 
Editor Ashford rightly stressed in B.J.R.P. 34 the brilliant part played in recent years by Bulgarian 

philatelic students, in investigating the postal history of this hitherto little explored field. Dr. Vassil 
Stoyanoff again scores this time by notifying an example of the Russian-style double-circle of KOTEL. 
as illustrated in Fig. 153. The date (Jan. 1882) is too late for "Used Abroad" status, but earlier examples 
should exist. The text in Part I (page 93) should be amended accordingly. 
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(2J SAMSUN 
A further beautiful example of one of the best "classics" of the Russian Post Abroad, has just been 

secured by Prof. 0. Winterstein. It consists of a superb pair of the 10k. Russia 1858, pf. 12½, with a 
complete strike of Sub-Type 2C (Fig. 754, Part VI), but with a variation in the date, the year being at top, 
and the day at bottom. 

(3) INEBOLI 
The Oleg A. Faberge collection contains a block of 6 of the 2k. Levant 1879 issue (hor. laid), with 

a complete strike of the rare Type 5 of this port, dated 21.2.1881 (Fig. 781, Part VI). 

(4) DARDANELLES 
Type IC of this office (Fig. 766, Part VI) is now notified by Dr. A. H. Wortman in VIOLET on a 

postcard franked with 20pa. Levant 1903 issue. 

(5) MYTILENE 
The large "CC" oval of this port, hitherto unknown, is illustrated in Fig. 154 by courtesy of Mr. 

Oleg A. Faberge, from a complete impression on a 10k. Levant, 1890 re-issue ,on piece, in his collection. 
Colour: deep BLUE. 

Mr. R. S. Blomfield adds a new colour, MA GENT A, to the several recorded for Type 4 of this town. 
This is on a pair of the lpi. 1900. 

(6) VOLOS 
Prof. 0. Winterstein submitted the first example from this port to be recorded on stamps of Russian 

Levant. His copy consists of a 3k. 1872, vert. laid, with Type 4 (Fig. 782, Part VI) in Blue. 

(7) CAVALLA 
All readers will be aware of the very great rarity of markings of this port. They are missing in 

most of the best collections, and this writer cannot recall having heard of any examples other than the 
two items in the collections D. Morrison and F. See listed in Part II (page 143). Another copy of the 
oval in Type 1 (Fig. 185, Part II), this time on a lpi. 1903, has now been found by Prof. Winterstein. Col
our: Violet, as usual. It will be noticed that this is a fresh denomination for this type, as the example in 
the Morrison collection, although on the same stamp, is in the circular Type 2. 

The "RR" rating given in Part II for cancellations of this port, evidently was a gross under-estimate 
of their actual rarity, and all denominations recorded so far-each being limited to a single example
should be taken to deserve the .. RRR" rating. 

(8) SHIP MAIL IN THE LEVANT 
Here is a very intriguing puzzle for our many enthusiastic members who appreciate the fascination 

of maritime markings: the double-circle illustrated in Fig. 155 has cyrillic inscriptions reading PAROK
HODSTVO "KABOTAZH"-PAROKHOD "POCHIN," translating STEAM NAVIGATION 
"COASTAL SHIPPING"-STEAMSHIP "POCHIN." There are two anchors in the centre, but no 
date. No Company or ship of this name are to be found in the lists of Russian maritime enterprises known 
to Mr. Stephen or to this writer, and it is therefore possible that this might be a Bulgarian rather than a 
Russian ship marking. Alternatively, it may belong to a vessel purch':lsed by some White-Russian "emigre·• 
right after the First World War, and operated by him in the Aegean and Black Seas. while the Denikin 
and Wrangel armies were still carrying on the fight in South Russia. 

The stamps on which this unusual marking has been recorded are neither Russian nor Bulgarian. 
and they provide no clue as to the nationality of the vessel. A first example of this canceller, shown by 
Dr. A. Kohane, was on a 25c. of Rhodes, 1912 issue, while another example, submitted by Mr. Paul P. 
Lindenberg, was on a pair of the 20 para of Turkey, 1917 issue, depicting the Martyrs Column at Pera 
(SG.919). Both stamps rennined current until 1921/22, and it is therefore probable that this marking 
belongs to the immediate post-war period, when this ship was presumably engaged in coastal services in 
the Aegean, calling at Turkish and Dodecanese ports. Colour: Violet. 

Can anyone supply additional information on this marking? 
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(9) NEW-BUKHARA 
The Oleg A. Faberge collection contains an imposing array of material from this elusive office, 

mostly on pieces; this comprises the I, 2, 3, 7 and 20k. of the 1909 issue, also the 2, 3 and 7k. Romanov, 
all with Type 2B (Fig. 885, Part VI), the 3k. 1909 and 7k. Romanov tied to piece by an impression of a 
further Sub-Type 2D, with serial "ghe" (unrecorded so far), and a loose JR. 1902 (vert. laid) with the 
double-circle in Type 3 illustrated as Fig. 19 in B.J.R.P. 28. Most of these are fresh additions to the 
Check-List in Part III. 

(10) CHARJUY-STATION 
It will be noticed th3.t the Check-List of this office (page 243, Part Ill) did not contain any denomin

ations higher than the JOk. In addition to owning several of the stamps already listed, Mr. Faberge 
notifies the 20k. 1909 and the 14k. Romanov, both on pieces, with Type 2 (Fig. 371, Part III). 

(11) KAGAN-STATION 
A most important gap in our documentation has now been filled by Mr. Faberge, who supplied the 

first example to be recorded from this elusive station. It is in the oval Standard Type "Q"-thus belying 
the suggestions offered on page 244 in Part III-with serial "be" and date 26.5.16 (see Fig. 156). Mr. 
Faberge's example ties to piece a 3k. 1909 and a 7k. Rom3.nov, these two stamps thus constituting the first 
elements of the Check-List of this office, with "RRR" rating. 

(12) KELIF 
Another no less blatant gap now filled by Mr. Faberge concerns KELIF, on the Amu-Darya river. 
Readers will no doubt remember that an abundant material from several of the more elusive offices 

in the Khanate of Bukhara was unearthed in the last four years by some of our members in Paris, and 
many gaps had thus been filled, but there wasn't a single cancellation of Kelif among these discoveries. 
Now, Mr. Faberge supplies illustrations of two distinct date-stamps for this office, both in Standard Type 
"L," but with serials "a" and "be" respectively (Fig. 157 and 158). The stamps on which he owns them 
are the 3 and 7k. 1909, and the I, 2 and 7k. Romanov, all on pieces, which allow to open a fatter Check
List for this office than could be hoped for (rating for all: RRR). 

(13) TERMEZ 
A complete illustration of Sub-Type 2A has been submitted by Messrs. 0. A. Faberge and E. G. 

Peel, and, is reproduced in Fig. 159: this replaces the incomplete Fig. 63 in B.R.J.P. 30. Mr. Peers com
munication is from a registered cover addressed to the Danish Red Cross at Copenhagen on 25.3.15, and 
franked with a 20k. Romanov. The cover also bears the registration label in the regular type, reading 
No. 901 TERMEZ in cyrillic. Mr. Faberge's holdings include the 3 and 7k. Romanov with Type 2A 
(serial "a"), and the I, 2, 3k. 1909 plus the 3, 7 and 14k. Romanov with Type 2B with serial "be'" (Fig. 388, 
Part III), all on pieces. All the above are fresh additions to the Check-List of this office. 

(14) NEW-URGENCH 
This is another office seldom mentioned in this Chronicle. Its Check-List now can be enlarged 

by adding the I and 2k. 1909, pairs of which on piece are in the Faberge collection, with cancellation Type 
2A (Fig. 399, Part III). 

(15) CHUGUCHAK 
Mr. Faberge also notifies the lR. Romanov with Type 3, a fresh addition to the Check-List of this 

office. 

(16) PEKING 
Type 2 of Peking (Fig. 464, Part IV) ranks among the most desirable "classics" of the Russian 

Post Abroad. The 2k. and 20k. of the 1875 issue had been listed on page 344, as their existence was a 
certainty, but had been left unpriced, no examples being then known. An "RRR" rating should now be 
entered against them, as copies of both are in the Faberge collection. 

(17) PORT ARTHUR 
Type IC (Fig. 537, Part IV) has been notified by Dr. Wortman in VIOLET-a colour hitherto 

unrecorded-on a 14k. Russia, 1889 issue. 
Mr. Sam Robbins reported a 2k. Russia 1902 (vert. laid) with Type 2D in Black: this is a fresh 

addition to the Check-List on page 380. 
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(18) MANCHULI-STATION 
Readers will know that stamps of the 1902 issue of Russia (vert. laid) are very hard to get with 

cancellations of this office. Mr. W. H. Adgey-Edgar notified a pair of the 5k. 1902, cancelled with the 
oval illustrated as Fig. 106 in B.J.R.P. 32, dated 11.11.11. A fresh addition to the Check-List. 

(19) TSITSIKAR 
The markings of this office had not yet been recorded on stamps with KIT AI overprint. This gap 

has now been filled by Mr. Melvin Kessler, who notified a lR. KIT AI with Type 4 of this office (Fig. 581, 
Part VJ. 

(201 KHARBIN (F.P.O.) 
The first example of the elusive markings of the "Central" F.P.O. had been illustrated as Fig. 31 

in B.J.R.P. 29, from a stampless letter in the Ehrman collection. 
Another stampless cover with this style of cancellation has now been submitted by Mr. Heinz Lauke. 

The serial letter is not too clear, but should be "ve" or "ze." The inscriptions are in taller characters, 
the date is 21.10.05, and the letter, addressed to Riga, bears the cachet of the 97th. Livonian Infantry Regi
ment of Field-Marshal Count Sheremetyev. See Fig. 160. 

(21 J KHARBIN-PIER 
Mr. Adgey-Edgar notified a 3½R. 1902 issue of Russia, with Type 2B of this office, a fresh addition 

to the Check-List. 

(22) CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY 
Mention was made in B.J.R.P. 33 of a date-stamp in Standard Type "R," with final "I" of "POCH

TOVff' reversed, and showing as a Latin "N." The item thus notified by Mr: E. G. Peel was limited to 
the upper half of the cancellation, and neither the number of the line, nor the number of the train, were 
showing. 

Mr. Peel could be relied upon to remain on the look out for further material allowing to identify 
this marking, but the speed with which he provided the solution is truly amazing. The marking belonged 
to Line 262, Train No. 5, as evidenced by a postcard mailed at Hingan Station, and addressed to St. Peters
burg, where two impressions of this cancellation, dated 24.Vl.03, are applied on the 3k. adhesive and under 
it (Fig. 161). 

By an extraordinary coincidence, the first example from this particular Train had been recorded 
in B.J.R.P. 33, in the same paragraph as Mr. Peel's item, and illustrated in Fig. 134 by courtesy of Mr. 
Adgey-Edgar. It will be noticed that Mr. Adgey-Edgar's copy is dated 26.IX.03, and does not show the 
error. Under the circumstances, this writer can only concur with Mr. Peel's closing remark, to the effect 
that the erroneous date-stamp (Fig. 161, classified as Sub-Type 1 Ea), was replaced shortiy after June, I 903, 
by the corrected version (Fig. 134, classified as Sub-Type lEb). 

(23) C.E.R. MARITIME COMPANY 
Only one example was known so far of each of the three markings identified as belonging to ships 

of this company. 

Mr. Faberge now communicates a second example of the cancellation of the s/s NONNI (Fig. 688, 
Part V), in the form of a complete strike on a block of 4 of the 7k. Russia 1902, on piece. It will be noticed 
that the stamp is different from the lk. in the collection H. Shenitz, so that all four examples still remain 
the only ones of their respective kinds. 

(24) GENSAN 
It was stated on page 486 (Part VI) that Russian ships began to call at this Korean port in 1898. 

This date can now be advanced to December, 1897, or earlier, as Mr. Faberge owns a cover franked with 
a pair of the 4k. and a single of the 2k., 1889 issue, cancelled with Type GI (Fig. 689, Part VI), dated 3 
DEC. 97. The cover, addressed to St. Petersburg, travelled via America, and bears a New York transit 
marking dated 28 DEC. 97, while the arrival date-stamp of St. Petersburg is of 27.Xll. I 897 old style, there
for 8 Jan. 1898 new style. (An "RRR" rating should now replace the"?" against the 2k. in the Check
List on page 487). 
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And now, before closing, one more item just recorded, which is likely to prove of very considerable 
interest to the numerous specialists of the Holy Land: 

(25) JAFFA 
Mr. E. G. Peel has submitted a loose 2k. Levant, 1879 issue, hor. laid, with an incomplete impress

ion of the oval of Jaffa in Standard Type "BB," as illustrated in Fig. 162. Colour: Blue. Judging from 
the position of the initials at top, this marking seems to belong to the R.O.P.T.O.ZHE.D. series, introduced 
in the late 1870s. Its existence for Jaffa was a foregone conclusion, and it is rather surprising that it took 
so long to spot an example, despite the intensive research of these last years. Evidently, it must be of 
considerable rarity. 

AN IMPERIAL POSTAL FORGERY OF 7 KOP. 

H. G. Leslie and William P. Fletcher 

Postal forgeries are forgeries made to defraud the Postal Authorities and are usually stamps of low 
denomination or stamps in common usage. These Postal Forgeries are much sought after by specialists 
and fetch very high prices compared with catalogue value. 

They must not be confused with Philatelic forgeries which are made to defraud the collector and 
these are usually forgeries of stamps of fairly high catalogue value, such forgeries are a nuisance and of 
no commercial value. 
Postal Forgery of 7 kop. light blue of 1909 Imperial Russia. 

paper). 
Lithographed on soft white wove unsurfaced paper. (Gen. typographed on chalk lined surface 

Size 15¾ x 2l¼mm, slightly larger than Gen. which is 15¼ x 21mm. 
Perf. 12, rough line, (Gen. 14 x 14½ comb.). 
4 lines before and after POTCHTOVA YA MARKA in top scroll. (3 lines in Gen.). 
12 vertical lines of shading in NW corner. (13 in Gen.). 
30 pearls round top of central oval. (27 pearls in Gen.). 
23 uneven small pearls round bottom of central oval. (16 in Gen.). 
Eagle in central oval very poorly drawn. 
General design blurred, when compared with Genuine shows many small differences. 
Known used cancelled "Vesenberg, Eastland" (Estonia). 

Michel also lists five other postal forgeries in Imperial Russia,-
1883-70 kop. 
1889-1902-3k; 7k; 70k; 3.50R. 

If any members have any of these we would be grateful if we could borrow same to photograph 
and record details for future publication. 

(These postal forgeries are also recorded in the listing of Russia compiled by Arthur King Clark 
in Billig's Philatelic Handbook No. IX. The 70k. of the 1889/1902 issue is illustrated used at LODZ. 
25.2.05. Messrs. Fletcher's 7k. is not listed, but a 3k. postal forgery of 1889/1902 is listed, but not des
cribed. Th'! 3.50R postal forgery is evidently in two types; the forgeries have only 12 feathers in the eagle's 
wing-13 on the genuine.-Ed.). 
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OUTSTANDING COVERS 

A. Droar and L. F. Mead 

After members had seen so many outstanding covers from the collection of Mr. Alex Droar (Sur
biton) both at a recent display he gave to the Society and also at recent international Exhibitions, it is 
inevitable that we should do all we could to persuade him to allow us to feature some covers in the Journal. 
Mr. Droar therefore brought down to Warminster many of the outstanding covers in his collection, and 
we had the pleasant task of deciding on two covers for illustration in this issue. Opinions vary widely 
on what is "interesting" and even sometimes on what is "outstanding." The final selection devolved 
on a most unusual ship cancellation, on card, from obscure Kamtchatka, and a very rare "Used Abroad·· 
cover from the Russian P.O. in Pekin. Perhaps at a later date Mr. Droar might allow us to show further 
items from his collection, many of which are quite as outstanding as those illustrated in the centre pages. 

(I) VLADIVOSTOK-KAMTCHATKA STEAMER CANCELLATION 
This card-a relatively ordinary 3k. Stationery post card of the Romanov series-bearing also a 

separate lk. Arms Type stamp to make up the foreign post card rate, is outstanding because of its most 
unusual cancellation. The card was sent from a Radio Station in Kamtchatka to Pearson's Magazine 
in London, with a request for a sample copy. Judging from the address of the sender the card was written 
at NA YAKHANSKOE Radio Station, which was south of the port of GIZHIGINSK on the mainland 
portion of Kamtchatka Oblast. The card was posted on 17 June, 1913 and was doubtless sent down to 
Gizhiginsk to meet the steamer which travelled from Vladivostok to Ayan, Okhotsk (see notes on a can
cellation from this town in "A Collector's Calendar") thence to Gizhiginsk, afterwards calling at Petro
pavlovski Port on the peninsula of Kamtchatka, and returning direct to Vladivostok. 

The stamps are cancelled very clearly by the double oval VLADIVOST.-KAMTCHATKA 
PAROKH. "I" 17.6.13. This is the first example of this particular cancellation we have heard of, and it 
would be interesting to learn whether any other readers are fortunate enough to have an example. Since 
both terminals of this particular steamship line are in Russia proper, the cancellation would not qualify 
for "Russia Used Abroad'" status, but due to the very small amount of mail that would have been col
lected by th'!Se vessels examples must be very scarce. 

(2) COYER BEARING 7K. ARMS TYPE STAMP FROM PEKIN, 14 DEC. 1880 
Covers bearing Russian stamps used at Pekin, China are scarce enough, but a cover used as early 

as 1880 seems a particularly desirable item. In the standard work on "Used Abroad" items ("Stamps of 
the Russian Empire Used Abroad"' by Tchilinghirian and Stephen, page 342) examples of the double 
oval cancellation (Type 3) are regarded as rare. This clear example, on a 7k. stamp of Imperial Russia 
is dated 14 Dec. 1880 and therefore appears to be an example of its first year of use. Similar oval can
cellations incorporating crossed posthorns were used in the other main offices of the Russian Post in the 
Far East at Tien-Tsin, Kalgan, and Urga. 

The cover illustrated in the centre pages was postmarked in transit at the frontier post of Kyakhta 
on 3rd Jan. 1881 in Type 3 (Tchilinghirian and Stephen) cancellation of this office, and this in itself is a 
scarce item. As will b,: noted, the cover was addressed to Weisbaden, Germany, and was routed via 
Kyakhta and St. Petersburg. 

(31 PRE-ADHESIVE COVER FROM RUSSIAN ARMENIA 
We were very pleased when Mr. L. F. Mead (Devizes) agreed to us illustrating (see th•'! centre pages) 

a most unusual cover in his collection. This is a pre-adhesive entire S·'!nt by a young Englishmm from 
Russian Armenia in July 1857 to Crail, in Fifeshire, Scotland. As such it would apj)ear to be the earliest 
cover known from Armenia. On'! or two covers are known from Transcaucasia of this period but all 
emanate from Tiflis. It is most regrettable th'.lt apart from the London h'lndstamp of 8 August 1857, in 
black (a postage due muking?) and the manuscript ·2; no other postal m'lrkings are to~ seen: neverthe
less the inter-'!sting contents of the letter (given below) leave us in no doubt th'lt the writer was on Russian 
territory. No trace of the nam! of the young nun can be.found in books of the period, but it is believed 
that he was a member of a Boundary Commission set up after the Crimean War to settle the disputed 
frontier between Russia and Turkey. 
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The letter reads as follows :-

"Mountains of Ararat. Thursday evening. 9th July/57 .. 

Dear William, 

It is now I may say a century since you and I exchanged letters and indeed I regret very much indeed 
at not having written to you before but not hearing from you or your sisters until yesterday evening, when 
I reed. a letter from your sister B. the envelope was addressed by you, and I will address this one to Crail 
so as it may be forwarded to you by B.-indeed I was sorry to hear of you being ill but with the help of 
the Almighty you will be well I sincerely hope before this reaches you. We are now on the Russian side 
of the boundary between Russia and Turkey and about 19 miles from Mt. Ararat itself, it is a great moun
tain_ and indeed I do not think it is in the power of any hum1n being to make its ascent, but I would not 
mind trying it myself-we are starting early in the morning a few miles or versts further towards it. A 
verst is 3500 feet, the Russians ch"lin, all the work they hwe a chain 70 feet in length, and is guided by two 
poles at the bottom of each is a piece of round iron running through at which the end of the chain is 
fastened by a ring which fits the 2 poles (here follows a diagram). This is only rough as I have not time 
enough to draw a good likeness of it-the Therm. is 97 degrees at 12 noon, and very hot. The Surrocco 
winds are dreadful. They come like the flame out of a furmce but we are now up very high and the snow 
is about 4 foot thick on these mountains although the Therm. is so high. When I come home I will be 
able to give you a good description of my travells in a more scientific manner than I can now, however 
when you answer this letter you will give me an account of your future career-I mean wh1t is likely to 
take place-as for myself I am quite happy in good health I have now 3/2½ a day and the best of it is I 
cannot spend it. I am saving all I can in order to put it to good use when I return to my Good Old Eng
land which will be I believe by expectation next September or October when we sail from the furthest 
part of the Black Sea from Batoum, for England then you may say I will be happy, but I will be happier 
when I arrive in Liverpool or other Port. We are now to the best ofmy knowledge 5800 miles from Green
wich which is a long long distance, and I have been continually riding on horse back the last 2 months 
from day break untill dark. The fatigue is dreadful some times putting up tents and taking them down. 
and all the heat and discomfort is maddening. I am keeping a diary of everything which is taking place .. 
I will have more to say next time. Hoping that this will find you well. And give me your address. 

OUTSTANDING ITEMS 
K. Freyman 

W. Beaton." 

We are most grateful to Mr. K. Freyman (Cape Town) who has been kind enough to loan us four 
interesting items from his collection for illustration in the centre pages. 

(I) KHARBIN 1920. 2 CENT SURCHARGE IN BLUE ON 4K. (DOUBLE AND INVERTED)· 
This stamp was mentioned by Mr. Tchilinghirian in "Used Abroad" Chronicle-VI (B.J.R.P. 33, 

Page 10), and we have since been able to examine it, thanks to the kindness of the owner. Mr. Freyman 
is under no illusion that his item may be suspect, and in a letter to the Editor, points out that the stamp 
is cancelled rather late, viz. 26.1.21, and indeed wdnders it the stamp itself is not "printer's waste." We 
submitted the stamp to Dr. A. H. Wortm;1n for his op1nion, and he tells us he believes the surcharge to 
be quite genuine, showing the 'Thick T' variety of either No. 41 or No. 91 on the sheet. As regards the 
cancellation, Dr. Wortman is not so happy, and feels at b~st it could be an unrecorded n:!w type of KHAR
BIN cancellation (types are known up to the letter 'o') used "par complaisance" as the date is after the 
closure of the Russian Post Office on 31 st Decemo!r 1920 OR the cancellation could be forged. On the 
whole, the chances seem to be that the cancellation may be a forgery. Our illustration shows the can
cellation reasonably clearly, but the inverted surcharge (to be seen between the 'KH' and the 'A' of KHA
RBIN) is less distinct. 

(2) ALEKSANDROVSK-KHERSON SHIP CANCELLATION 
This fascinating item, comprising a small piece with a 7k. Arms type cancelled by two strikes of a 

most unusual ship cancellation, is also reproduced in the centre pages. As will be seen, this postal mark
ing is in oval format and reads (in Russian script) ALEKSANDROVSK-KHERSON/FOR CANCELL-
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ING STAMPS. At the base is a sm:ill outline of a ship.We understand that several stamps are known 
bearing portions of this unusual cancellation, but Mr. Freyman's item is the first recorded instance of full 
and clear examples. 

(3) STAMPS OF AZERBAIJAN WITH CANCELLATIONS OF TERTER 
Mr. Freyman has two stamps of Azerb1ijan surcharged by means of enumerators, 2000R./IOR. 

and 20,000R./IOk., cancelled TERTER ELISAV. 'a,' which we are able to illustrate in the centre pages. 
The dates of use are not clear on either stamp, but one, or both may be dated 10.5.23. The cancellation 
is unusual since Terter is part of the 'Nagorno-Karabagh' ('Mountainous Karabagh') which became an 
autonomous district of Azerbaijan ruled by Armenians. As mentioned on page 231 of 'Postage Stamps 
of Armenia' (Pt. III) the Azerbaijani Postal Authorities must have opened Post Offices in this area, although 
the authors (S. D. Tchilinghirian and P. T. Ashford) had not seen any stamps so cancelled, which must 
be of great rarity. Other towns from which cancellations of Karabagh should presumably exis( are 
DZHEBRAIL, VARANDA and STEPANAKERT, and it would be interesting to learn if any of these 
on Azerbaijan stamps, also exist. 

PROVISIONAL POSTAGE STAMPS OF R.S.F.S.R. AND U.S.S.R. 1918-23 
S. Parkhomovitch (trans. A. Pritt) 

It is now more than forty years since the first Soviet stamps were issued on August 10th 1921, but 
the question still remains: what kind of postage stamps did the Peoples' Commissariat for post and tele
·graph use for prepayment of mail during the first four years of its existence, from October 1917 to August 
1921. 

During the first few months after the Revolution of October 1917, all mail was prepaid with the 
old stock of Russian Imperial Stamps, sold at face value. 

On November 21st, 1918 the Soviet Government decreed that from January 1st, 1919, inland mail 
weighing 15 grams would be delivered without payment of postage. Prepayment was still obligatory 
-on foreign, registered and insured mail. 

The post was utilising Russian Imperial postage stamps as well as Savings Bank stamps of l, 5 and 
10 kop. values. Till March 10th, 1920 one could use in addition all the 1913 Jubilee and the Charity 
stamps of 1914 and 1915 for prepayment of mail. 

The postage rates from February 28th to September 15th, 1918 were: local or town letter-30 kop. 
inland letter-35 kop., postcards-20 kop., registered fee-70 kop. For prepayment of those rates, the 
Peoples' Commissariat for post and telegraph of the R.S.F.S.R. published in "lzvestia" on October 12th, 
1918 an announcement that they were issuing "two new Revolutionary stamps" with a picture of "a hand 
holding a sword and splitting a chain" with cenominations of 35 and 70 kop. These stamps should really 
be considered as the first issue of Soviet Stamps. 

The second issue in 1918-1919 was of stamps of the 1909-1917 designs with face values of 1 rub., 
3 rub., 50 kop., and 7 rub., with chalk lines horizontal, perforated and imperforated.They were used till 
March 31st, 1923, concurrently with the prerevolution stamps. 

In March, 1920 the Council of Peoples' Commissars of the R.S.F.S.R. decreed the withdrawal 
of the 1913 Jubilee stamps and at the same time the placing on sale of stamps of l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 15, and 
20 kop. (issue 1909-1917) at one hundred times their face value. 

So post offices found it necessary for accounting reasons to surcharge the new values, either by 
printing or in manuscript. The printing or writing of the new value was done without authorisation from 
the Peoples' Commissariat for Post and Telegraph and explains the appearance of a great number of stamps 
with different types of surcharges. 

Som<;: post offices used the Savings Bank stamps for revaluation (face values l, 5 and 10 kop.) but 
the Council of Peoples' Commissars did not authorise their revaluation. 

During the liquidation of different White Army Units and counter revolutionary "Governments" 
in the country quite an appreciable amount of stamps fell into the hand of Soviet Communiootions, includ
ing stamps prepared for issue by the so called "Governments," as well as "Trident" overprinted stamps of 
the prerevolutionary period. 
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At post offices those stamps were revalued at l 00 times face and used for prepayment of mail. These 
stamps are of philatelic value only on entires with clear (and Soviet) post marks. Sometimes the revalu
ation was carried out by means of an overprint or writing of new value. 

These stamps are documentary proof of the struggle to free the country of enemies. 
The first revaluation of stamps, made in March 1920, at I 00 times face, was the cause of many pro

visional (local) stamps. 
Provisional stamps of the first group comprised:-
(a) Kharkov provisionals of the period June-September 1920 with black handstamped ov~rprint 

of stamps of the 1909-1917 issue as well as stamps with "Trident" overprints of types, "Kharkov I," 
"Kiev II," "Kiev III," and "Ekaterinoslav I." The total issue was 928,292 stamps. Some denomin-
ations were issued in very small quantities. · 

These provisionals were used for a comparatively long time over a large area. 236 post offices in 
Kharkov Gubernia and some post offices in the neighbouring Kursk Gubernia, used these stamps exclu
sively from June 16th to the beginning of October 1920. At some post offices they used these stamps after 
that date till stocks were exhausted. 

(b) More than 60 post offices used stamps of the 1909-1917 designs revalued with an overprint or 
in manuscripts, as well as stamps with "Tridents" and White Army stamps. Some of the known oi·er
prints were made in the post offices of : Barnaul, Venev, Gavrilovskoe, Goritsi, Danilov, Zhukovka, 
Zamit'e, Izhevsk, Kurgopol, Klin, Koz'modem'iansk, Krasnoe, Kresttsi, Kustanani, Mglin, Molchanovo, 
Nakhtuiskaia, Nolinsk, Oleminsk, Pavlovsk, Petrovsk, Rameshki, Rzhava, Rogachev, Semenov, Spassk, 
Surazh, Tulchin, lur'evka and Yakutsk. 

Quite a few post offices especially in villages, revalued the stamps of the 1909-1917 period by writing 
the new value in coloured inks or indelible pencil. Such local 'manuscript' issues are known from : Bat
raki, Bronevskoe, Voskresenskoe, Visokovo-Nekrasino, Glazunovka, Davidovka, Zaostrov'e, Il'inskii
Pogost, Kambarka, Karpogorskoe, Kniaginin, Kokchetav, Kustanai, Lichadeevo, Lodeinoe Pole, Novo
cherkasskoe, Novotroitskoe, Nolinsk, Pestovo, Fieldpost Office No. 75, Piazanovka, Spirino, Titovskoe, 

· Utkino, Fokino, Khimanevskoe, Khomutovo, Cherkassi, and many more. 
(c) The surcharge of the town Ashkhabad known as "Fort Alexandrovskii." The socialist 

revolutionary "Government" of Transcaspian District, broke off connections with the Soviet Govern
ment and were in need of fiscal stamps. As the existing stock of postage stamps was adequate for the need 
of the district, it was decided on March 25th, 1919 to authorise the overprinting of postage stamps for use 
as fiscal stamps. The post and telegraph office of Ashkhabad allotted a certain amount of postage stamps, 
overi:rinted them with letters "G.M." meaning "Gerbovaia Marka"-fiscal stamp, and issued them for 
circulation. 

The minimum tax payable at the time in the district was 25 kop., so the stamps used were multiples 
of 25, that is 50 kop., 1 rub., 3 rub., 50 kop., 5 rub., and 10 tub. On June 8th, 1919, Ashkhabad was liber
ated by detachments of the Red Army. The Soviet Government abolished the tax, and to avoid waste 
the Ashkhabad post administration used the "G.M." overprinted stamps for prepayment of mail. 

The Second revaluation of postage stamps 
was made on August 15th, 1921. The post rates were altered: postcards and local letters 100 rub., inland 
letters 250 rub., registration fee-1,000 rub. 

The existing stock of revalued stamps, (stamps of Russian Empire issue 1909-1917) was not ade
quate in values for prepayment of mail. 

Prepayment had to be done by attaching to letters and postcards postage stamps by the sheets. 
To overcome this difficulty, the Peoples' Commissariat for post and telegraph issued orders, as a temporary 
measure, for the issue of savings and control stamps of Imperial Russia and their revaluation to 250 rub. 
irrespective of face value. These were used as postage stamps. 

In the prerevolutionary times, a post office was at the same time a savings bank, so it was assumed 
that savings and control stamps would be available, in sufficient quantities to meet the demand till the new 
printings were ready for distribution. Some of the post offices did not possess the required quantities 
of stamps, and had to produce local stamps: this brought about the provisionals of the second group. 

The provisionals were postage stamps of the prerevolutionary period, overprinted or written upon, 
with new values, (mostly-250 rub.). The known places to use 'second group' provisional stamps 01•er
printed arc: Volsk, Ladizhin, Minsk, Ostashkov, Sebezh, Tam':lla: manuscript surcharges are known from: 
Ur'ev-Pol'skii, Akhtirka, Ekaterinoslav, Lebedian, Pcrmskaia, Sebezh. 
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On 1st February, 1922 postal rates were increased to : postcards- 3,000 rub., town letter (local)-
5,000 rub., inland letters-7.500 rub., registration fee 15,000 rub. The available postage stamps at that 
time had face values of 1,000 rub. and below. In Bulletin No. 9, 1922 NKP and T., ordered the revalu
ation of the following stamps, as an interim measure till higher values were delivered. 

(a) Stamps of the second Soviet issue of 1921, face values 200 and 300 rub., revalued to 2,000 rub. 
and 3,000 rub. respectively throughout the country. 

(Third revaluation of stamps). 

(b) Savings Bank stamps : 5 kop. value revalued to 7.500 rub. 10 kop value revalued to 15.000 
rub. stamps valid only in Kiev Gubernia. 

(Fourth revaluation of stamps). 

(c) For the prepayment of m:1il in the post district of Turkestan, revaluation of the 1909-1917 
issue, various face values, with new denominations from 25 rub. to 50.000 rub. 

(Fifth revaluation of stamps). 
With the fourth revaluation there was created the third group of provisional stamps, the so called 

·•Kiev Provisionals," which were in use from February to April 1922. Provisionals of this group are 
known in three denominations: 8.000 rub., 7.500 rub., and 15.000 rub. The 8.000 rub. surcharge was 
issued first, as the post rate for inland letters was fixed at 8.000· rub. by the NKP. and T. 

These surcharges were made on 5 and JO kop, savings stamps, sideways in black, r-::ading either 
upwards or downwards: 8.000 and 7.500 rub. on 5 kop, stamp3 and 15.000 rub. on JO kop. stamps. 

On the 7.500 rub. and 15.000 rub. stamps, there arc 2 types of surcharge, a sh:up and a blurred one. 
In the third group of provisional stamps, must be included the provisionals from Sviatoshino 

(summer residence place near Kiev) (5 kop. savings stamps overprinted '7.500' in black) and Smolensk 
provisionals, surcharged by a hand stamp of 7.500 rub. in black on 250 rub. stamps of the second Soviet 
issue. Concurrently with the revaluation of stamps of the Rus:frm Empire and the first R.S.F.S.R. stamps, 
NKP and T began issuing surch,irged stamps : 5.000 and 10.000 rub. on stam:n of the third Soviet issue 
and 7.500 rub. on stamps of the second issue. 

The sixth revaluation of stamps, was made on April 15, 1922. With th•~ devaluation of money 
and inflation, on the 12th of April 1922, the Soviet of Peoples· Commissars decreed new postal rates: local 
letters-30.000 rub., inland letters-50.000 rub. post card- 20.000 rub., r.:gistration fee- 100.000 rub. 
By order of Peoples· Commissariat for post and telegraph on April 13th, 1922 th•! stamps of Russian 
Empire, with face value of I to 14 kop., I rub., 5 rub., 7 rub. and 10 rub. were revalued, I kop. or I rub. 
being equivalent to 10.000 rub., without surcharging the stamps with the new value. 

On th•~ir own initiative some post offices similarly revalued 1.5 and JO kop. savings stamps but the 
order from NKP and T. did not authorise this. 

The new postal rates and the revaluation of stamps brought about the appearance of provisionals 
of the fourth ari.d fifth groups. 

Provisionals of the fourth group, have the face value of the stamps revalued by 10.000 times. 
To this group belongs: 
(a) ·Provisionals of Viatka, the gum side of the stamps, of the 1909-1917 period, was stamped in 

violet colour with the word "Vidano." ( = issued). 
(b) Provisionals of Petrovsk, hand stamped in violet, 2 post horns and "50 Tis." ( = 50.000) on 

the 5 rub. stamp of Russian Empire, 1909-1917 issue. 
To the sixth revaluation period of stamps belongs the 5th group of Prorisionals. The face value 

of the provisionals of this group is-100.000 rub., and the following are known:-
. (a) Serafimo-Diveevskoe, Nizhni-Novgorod Gub. Surcharge on the JOO rub. stamp of the 

second Soviet issue, the new value of 100.000 rub. in violet. 
(2.500 issued). 
(b) Nikolaev. The 100 rub. stamp of the second Soviet issue, revalued to 100.000 rub. by apply

ing a round control mark to 4 stamps without any numeral surcharge. 

At the end of October 1922 appeared the so-called "Nizhinovgorod" surcharge. 100.000 rub. on 
a stamp with face value 250 rub. , second Soviet issue. This surcharge was made by a clerk in Nizhninov
gorod central post office. He overprinted about 100 sheets of 50 stamps each of the 250 rub. stamps on 
thin paper. Using his position as a clerk he sold the stamps, for about one week till detected ; quite a few 
of the stamps are known genuinely used. (Did he ever hear of the Stock Exchange forgery? A. P.). 
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From 1st October, 1922 following a decree of the Soviet Peoples' Commissars dated 12th September,. 
1922, new postal rates were introduced: postcards and local letters 5 rub., inland letters 10 rub. and regis
tration fee 15TU.b. The registration fee was doubled from 1st November, 1922. 

The rise in postal rates and diminishing stocks of stamps in some post offices, were responsible 
for the issue of temporary stamp:.. 

The sixth group of provisionals. 
(a) Voronezh overprint, with a hand stamp in black, five pointed star incorporating the state 

emblem of the R.S.F.S.R. and new value. The stam, used was the 50. kop im;,erforate issue 1909-1917. 
(b) Kabardin, overprint in black, of a 5 pointed star with the state emb!em of the R.S.F.S.R. and 

new value: 30 rub. and 40 rub. Surch:1rges on 50 kop. and 15 kop. respectively (1909-1917 issue-per
forated stamps). 

The seventh provisional group of issues was created with the raising of postal rates to new levels 
on 1st June, 1931. The postal rates in operation at th:1t tims: were laid down on 15th July, 1928, author
ising the prepayment of inland letters and the registration fee at the rate of 10 kop. each (in gold currency). 
The rise in these rates to 15 kop. and lack of stock of 15 kop. stamps, compelled the administration of 
central black earth district, to advise a revaluation of the current 10 kop. stamps, with a surcharge of the 
new value "15 kop." Known letters bearing this stamp are post marked Tambov, Tulinovka and Kozlov. 

Revalued Imp,::rial stamps without surcharge and the six provisional issues were concurrently in 
use up to 1st April, 1923. 

The provisional stamps of the first years after the 1917 Revolution constitute an interesting page 
in the postal history of Russia. 

We still have a lot to learn: for example, why Tomsk issued provisionals of 20 kop. on 14 kop. of 
Russian Empire stamps, or the history of the Nikolaev provisionals of 1922 and many others. 

The author thanks philatelists I. I. Pastukhov, S. M. Blekhman, B. A. Karlinski for allowing him 
to peruse the necessary material pertinent to the pos~al history of the issues mentioned in this article. 

(This most interesting article appeared in the first issue of"the new "Soviet Collectionner" published 
in Moscow last year. We are indebted to the author, and to the Soviet Press Agency for allowing us to 
reprint the article, and to Mr. A. Pritt for making such an admirable translation.-£d.). 

FLAWS 
Prof. O. Winterstein, Fred W. Speers, and H. Irmann-Jacobsen 

Three of our readers have submitted either examples or notes on interesting flaws, which we illus
trate in the centre pages. 

( 1) Professor 0. Winterstein (Zurich) has two excellent examples of the 'broken 10' variety on 
Stamp No. 21 (!Ok.) of Imperial Russia, and these are illustrated, together with enlargements of the 
portion of each stamp showing the variety. As Professor Winterstein says, the varieties are very clearly 
seen, and one copy even shows a little progress of the damage. One stamp is indistinctly cancelled ? April 
187? but the second has a clearer cancellation, that of ODESSA, 18th March 1874. 

(2) Mr. Fred W. Speers (Escondido, California) has found a plate flaw on the lk. orange over
printed KITAI, and his notes are as follows:-

It is with some trepidation and fear of being accused of 'nit-picking' that th,~ writer submits here
with a report of his finding of what appears to be an unusual plate flaw on ths: 1 kop,.!ck orange of Russia's 
1883-88 series. Actually the find itself was made on an example of that stamp overprinted KITAI for 
use in China in 1902. Th•~ writer m1de a diligent search of approximately 300 other examp!es, some in 
panes, of similar stamps overprinted KIT AI and the basic stamps without overprint and failed to find 
another example. 

The flaw occurs near th,! top of th•~ right outer fram ~ line which in this case has three small indentat
ions in it, each touching the inner frame line. The first is 3.5 mm. from the top right corner, the next 2 
mm. below it and the third 1 mm. below that. This particular specimen occurs in an horizontal pair 
perforated 13¾ x 14. Under high m1gnification what appears to b,;: a sm1ll figure '8' in vertical position 
rests atop the first identation between the outer and inner frame lines. Th•~ indentations themselves are 
barely visible to the naked eye but stand out sharply when viewed under a glas:,. 

Together, the three indentations may be grouped as a single flaw, presumably resulting from an 
accident to the plate which possibly was nicked by a tool or other piece of equipment. With the except
ion of shifted backgrounds, as is well known, the finding of faults in this series of Russian stamps is quite 
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unusual. Had the writer not been checking backgrounds in the vain hope of finding an inverted one on 
on this particular stamp, this flaw might easily have escaped notice. 

(3) Mr. Irmann-Jacobsen (Oslo) writes as follows :-

During the past six months I have been studying the Soviet definitive stamps of 1938, and trying to 
-establish the different printings, etc. I find it much more difficult than the stamps of 1948/9. However, 
I have come across two retouches which I find very interesting. They concern the Scott No. 735 and 736; 
Michel No. 679 and 6821; Romeko, Cercle, and Yvert No. 735 and 736. Both stamps are printed by 
typography, and the retouches consist of:-

l 5k. The horizontal lines of tho~ background h3.Ve been interrupted so that the white shadow by 
the soldier's right arm now reaches all the way along his arm, shoulder, neck and chin up to the edge of 
the steel helmet. 

30k. In the pilot's face some horizontal shading lines have been removed on his upper lip, nose 
:and forehead, so that these three places look quite white. (Sh11l we christen it "The freezing retouch" or 
'White-nose·?). 

I do not yet know whether these retouches are real retouches or the effect of worn plates. I am 
inclined to regard them as real retouches of the mother-cliche, as I h'ive found the retouched 15k. in a pair, 
·both showing the same retouch. I am quite sure that the retouch on the 15k. belongs to a certain period 
-of the successive printings of this stamp, since all specimens I have seeJl have the same kind of nuance 
-or shade of colour. I am further inclined to regard the 'White-nose· in the same way, as the same is the 
-case with the colour of that stamp too. I have found quite a number of these retouches, and I believe that 
they are not uncommon. 

MOSCOW AND PETROGRAD EKSPEDITSIVA 1921-22 

Dr. A. H. Wortman 

Many members have been intrigued by the double oval postmark seen on covers in 1921 and 1922 
reading MOSKVA EKSPEDITSIYA, with a date tablet across the centre as usual, and three black tri
angles at the foot. This is quite a common marking and all covers seen so far h:tve been addressed abroad, 
either originating in Moscow or passing through. The oval sh1pe suggests that it has something to do 
with railways. EKSPEDITSIYA of course signifies "forwarding office." 

The corresponding PETROGRAD mark (which is illustrated in the centre pages, together with the 
Moscow postmark) is not nearly so common. As will be seen it is a double circle with date tablet and the 
three black triangles are below. Again the few covers seen have all been addressed abroad. There are 
mostly other Moscow or Petrograd postmarks on the .. covers, sometimes two or three but the ones with 
the black triangles are always the latest dates. It would seem therefore that destination abroad is the mean
ing of the three black triangles. 

Mail for destinations abroad must always have left Moscow by rail and it may be that the par
ticular Moscow Ekspeditsiya handling it was situated in a railway station, and was part of the railway 
postal system, hence the oval shape of the postmark. In Petrograd, the foreign mail and the forwarding 
office was not part of the railway postal division. The railway termini are not in the centre of the city, 
but distributed around it, on the land side. It is possible that foreign mail left from Kronstadt by the 
small steamers which before the Revolution went from the quay near the Nicholas Bridge on Vassili Ostrov. 
For this reason the Petrograd Ekspeditsiya did not have an oval postmark. Has anyone seen any other 
town with the three black triangles? Riga and Odessa are possibilities. 

(Dr. Wortman's notes rc;ise some i111eresti11g possibilities and the opinions of other readers are sought. 
Looking through my own notes 011 Tra11scaucasia11 ca11cel/atio11s, I hare records of circular ca11cella.io11s 
with three black triangles from Erfra11 (Armenia) dated 12.8.23 and 11.6.23 (diam. 29 mm.), and also from 
Tiflis (Georgia) 23.9.23. with the town name in Georgian characters. In all three cases these postmarks are 
used as transit marks and also each corer was destined for some place abroad, thus confirming Dr. Wort
ma11·s suggestions.-Ed.). 
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COVERS OF THE ARMENIAN NATIONAL REPUBLIC 

P. T. Ashford 

Soon after commencing to collect Armenia, a correspondent advised me he h:1d a genuine cover 
bearing Monogram surchuges of the National Republic of Armenia and offered it to me in exchange. 
At that time I was disposed to think th'it National Republic (or "Dashnak") covers were rarer than, in 
fact, they are, but even so, I was stopped dead in my tracks when it was suggested, I must say in all serious
ness. that a suitable exch'mge would be an India 'Scinde Dawk' on cover. 

Whilst covers bearing stamps of Armenia during 1919-21 are undoubtedly scarce, and the stamps 
themselves difficult to come by genuinely used, they are by no means impossible to obtain, and this article 
is intended to allay the fears of any possible collectors of Arm!nia, who may feel that the most they could 
ever accomplish would o;: stamps of this period "cancelled to order." 

To collectors who might believe-for lack of evidence-th:1t Monogram overprints were invariably 
produced for philatelists, I need go no further than my own pages to show them stamps and covers genu
inely used from ERIVAN, ALEKSANDROPOL (both towns which are, naturally enough, the source 
of most used Armenian material) KAMARLYU, KARA KLIS, NIZHNIE-AKHTI, NOVO-BAY AZET, 
KARS, and ELENOVKA. Stamps are also seen cancelled by pen or pencil markings, presumably from 
Post Offices where no datestamp was available. Stamps used at KARS seem to have often been obliter
ated in this way. 

Few hoards of Dashnak covers have been found to my knowledge, but Mr. S. D. Tchilinghirian 
describes the Gustave Boel correspondence, which is of exceptional interest, in Gibbons' Stamp Monthly 
of June 1956. This collection consisted of some thirteen covers and two post cards, all despatched prior 
to June 1920, as Mr. Tchilinghirian underlines, from smaller localities of Armenia, such as KATARSKIE 
ZA VODY (wherefrom five covers bearing the famous Zangezur provisionals were despatched), KESH
ISHKEND, NOVO-BA YAZET, ELENOVKA, KARAKLIS, ALLAHVERDI and KARS. One of the 
Katarskie Zavody covers is illustrated in the G. S.M. article, then the property of Stanley Gibbons Ltd., 
was sold later to William E. Hughes. After Mr. Hughes' death, his collection found its way to the ill
fated Shanahan Stamp Auctions of DulJlin, and the cover was illustrated and offered for sale in their sale 

· of 1st February, 1958. It may yet appear whilst the remnants of the Shanahan stock are dispersed. A 
second Katarskie-Zavody cover from the Boel correspondence is described and illustrated in Part II of 
"Postage Stamps of Armenia" (page 69). This cover originally belonged to the V. Malezian collection,. 
and in 1955 was on loan to the Armenian Museum in Paris. 

Most of the remaining covers and cards sent l>y Boel reposed in the Kaprielian collection at Nice 
(South of France) in 1955. Mr. Tchilinghirian made a careful record of them at the time and it is hoped 
that one day he might favour us by writing a special article on the Boel correspondence, describing, and if 
possible, illustrating ,some of these exceptional covers at greater length than was possible in his G.S.M. 
article. 

Apart from the Boel correspondence, the next important batch of covers I know of are those 
addressed to persons of Armenian descent care of 'The Hairenik Press' of Sh'iwmut Street, Boston, U.S.A. 
Many of these have found their way on to the American philatelic market and I have seen examples in the 
collections of Dr. Wortman, as well as having several examples myself. Dr. Wortm:1npossess-..->S two splen
did postal stationery cards from ERIVAN, which he acquired on his recent visit to U.S.A. In my own 
collection there is a postal stationery card addressed to a Mr. K. Avakian of the Hairenik Press, Boston, 
bearing a 3k. impressed stamp surcharged by a 5R. HH surcharge (Type 3), which is cancelled ERIVAN 
'd' 10.8.20; a cover bearing 2 x IR. Arms types (imperf.) overprinted by unframed monograms (Type E.16) 
with the same cancellation of ERIVAN dated 27.3.20; and a cover addressed to Mr. Bacvazar Anvonian 
c/o Hairenik Press, franked by I x 5R/I0/7k. Arms type. with H.H surcharge (Type 1). But the 'Hair
enik' cover that pleases me best is the only 'Dashnak" cover I possess from the 'Second HH Issue" (See 
"Postage Stamps of Armenia," Part III, page 143), being from Erivan to Boston and bearing one stamp 
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only of 5R./2k. (lmperf.) with Unframed Monogram (Type E.14 in violet) subsequently surcharged with 
5R. HH surcharge (in black) in Type I. The cover is cancelled ERIVAN 'd' 10.8.20 and is unregistered. 
Presumably there must be other 'Hairenik' covers about, and it would be nice to record them, if the owners 
would be willing to supply · details. 

Two Dashnak covers I remember very well were offered by the London Auctioneers, Plumridge 
and Co. Ltd., in July 195 l. They were foolscap size and bore a formidable array of framed monogram 
overprints. Rather foolishly, I was somewhat contemptious of them, since they were obviously philatelic. 
The first was addressed to Commander H. C. Luke, R.N.V.R., Erivan, Armenia, and bore the following 
stamps with framed monogram overprints; a pair of 60k./ 1 k. imperf.; a pair of 2k. imperf.; two 50k. perf. 
showing different types of monogram; one I 0k./7k. perf.; one 4k. perf.; one 20k. perf.; one 25k. perf.; 
one 3.50R. perf.; one 5R. perf.; one I R. perf.; a pair of 70k. imperf.; a pair of 3k. imperf.; a pair of I OR. 
perf.; a pair of 5R. perf.; and finally a 7R. perf. All the stamps were cancelled ERIVAN 'd' 21.4.20, 
and there was no other markings on the cover. The other foolscap cover was addressed to Master Peter 
Luke, of Wateringbury, Kent, England, and bore singles of 3.50R. perf.; 7R. perf.; IOR. perf.; 5R. perf.: 
70k. imperf.; 2k. imperf.; 4k. perf.; 3k. imperf.; a pair of 20k. perf. ; and singles of 5k. perf.; 25k. perf.; 
60k .. / I k. imperf.; 10k./7k. perf.; 35k. perf. The cover was similarly cancelled at ER IVAN. 

I knew that Commander Luke was at the time British High Commissioner in the Caucasus. but I 
felt th:u as the covers were so obviously philatelic, they could hardly be worth a substantial premium. and 
my postal bid at the auction was unsuccessful. What I failed to appreciate was that the covers mirrored 
an example of each of the overprints then on sale at Erivan P.O. and would have been of particular \'alue 
when Part I of 'Armenia' came to be written in 1952/3. My regret was heightened when, several years 
ago. reading the m!moirs of Sir Harry Luke, it became clear to me that he stayed in Erivan from 18th 
April, 1920 to 20th April, 1920 and therefore almost certainly went to the Post Office himself to mail these 
co,·ers. Whether they actually went through the post is difficult to say-on the face of it, probably not
but as neither cover was registered it may not h:ive been necessary for additional cancellations to be applied. 
It would be interesting to learn of the wh'!reabouts of these fascinating covers. Does any reader know? 

The late William E. Hughes h1d som:: niO'! item, including the registered cover illustrated in B.R.J.P. 
11 (page 315) l>!aring 3 x 3.50R. framed H.P. Monogram, cancelled by ERIVAN 'd' datestamp of 18.3.20, 
and addressed to Tiflis. This cover came on th'! market only in October last, when some of Mr. Hughes· 
stamps (ex-Shanah:in) found their way to Bournemouth Stamp Auctions. 

The Dr. W. M. Anthony collection, which was auctioned by H. R. Harmer Ltd. some years ago 
contained two Dashnak covers, which l recollect th•'! late Dr. W. M. Anthony allowing me to see, some ten 
years ago. Two were sent from Erivan to Batum. Th'! first bore stamps overprinted by unframed mono
grams with 3 x 3.50R. ; I x 50k. ; and I x I R. and was sent by registered post. The stamps were cancelled 
ERIVAN 'd' 6.4.20, the cover being backstamped BATUM 'i' 10.4.20. The other cover was also regis
tered, although the registration label had b~n partially removed, and was franked with a pair of 3.50R. 
perf. and a single 1 R. perf. all overprinted with unframed HP monogram,. This cover was likewise back
stamped at BA TUM, first on 2 I .4.20 but this datestamp was crossed out, and one dated 22.4.20 substituted. 

I cannot say that I hwe seen many covers from Aleksandropol, despite the comparative abundance 
of cancelled -to-order material emanating from that town. Dr. Anthony had a nice cover, also addressed 
to Batum, bearing a strip of 70k. impcrf. (unframed HP monograms), and a pair and a single of the I R. 
imperf. with the same type of monogram, and a 3.50R. perf. bearing a framed H.P. monogram. The 
cover was cancelled ALEKSANDROPOL 'z' 14.4.20 and was backstamped BATUM 'i' 20.4.20. The 
registration label was numbered '248. · I can also recollect seeing in a London dealer's shop a card 
addressed to Tiflis from Aleksandropol, which was registered and despatched on the same day (14.4.20) 
bearing the same ALEKSANDROPOL 'z'' cancellation. It was backstamped TIFLIS 16.4.20 and com
prised the scrace postal stationery card with '30 KOP' surcharge on 3k. impressed stamp. It also bore a 
7k. perf. with HP framed monogram overprint (Type E.5), a pair of 15k. and also two 10k./7k. perf. all 
overprinted with Type E.3x H.P. framed monogram, making a total rate of 8R. in all. The odd thing 
about it was that the registration label number was in this case "238" showing that at least 11 registered 
items were posted at Aleksandropol th~t day-rather a heavy post I should say. Perhaps a philatelist 
was in town?! 
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Whilst casting an appreciative eye over Mr. R. P. Knighton's collection one day at Bakewell, I 
was interested to see a large piece from a cover bearing the Aleksandropol 'z' cancellation of 14.4.20 and 
with the registration label no. '239.' It is almost like playing patience! Mr. Knighton also has a very 
nice Dashnak cover from Erivan dated 18.4.20 and is backstamped TIFLIS 22.4.20. The covers bears 
2 x 3.50R. and 1 x 1 R. all the stamps having Unframed HP monograms. In my own collection I have 
an Imperial 10/7k. Letter Card addressed to Chelsea, Mass., U.S.A. cancelled ERIVAN 'd' 11.5.20. This 
is franked by 3 x lR. (imperf.) each with unframed HP monogram (Type E.11). Unfortunately it looks 
as though a pair of lR. stamps have been removed. The impressed stamp (I0/7k.) although cancelled 
by the Erivan datestamp, presumably did not contribute towards the franking. 

I hope I have listed sufficient covers of the Armenian National Republic to assuage the fears of 
potential collectors that such things hardly exist. There must be many more covers secreted away in 
collections, or even yet to be 'discovered.' All the same, for every genuine cover, there are two fakes, 
and collectors are advised to pay attention to the notes given on Page 37 of Part I of 'Postage Stamps of 
Armenia' before they purchase. 

A SEQUEL FROM ARMENIA 1897 

Dr. A. H. Wortman 

The interesting contents of a lettercard from Armenia were recorded in B.J.R.P. No. 10. p.305 
and only recently was it discovered that another lettercard from the same writer, a sequel to the first. was 
to be found in the ship letter section of my collection. 

The writer had continued his journey by ship from Batum, posting this second lettercard on board. 
ln his first letter, the writer had mentioned that a few experienced mountaineers in his party had ventured 
up Great Ararat, but most had to come down long before they had reached the top. Two did get up and 
were nearly frozen to death. Another man, a Russian was lost altogether, and if he got down on the 
Turkish side, the chances were that he had been murdered by Kurds. This was written from Erivan on 
Saturday, 2nd October, 1897. Here is the sequel. 

"Dear Mr. Black, 

Batum on the Black Sea, Thursday, 

October 7th. 1897. 

By devious ways and long your postcard of Sept. 24th reached me last night, was handed to me 
indeed at Tiflis Station as our train passed through on the way hither ........... . 

I am writing this on board the steamer which is taking us up the Black Sea to the eastern coast of 
the Crimea. We expect to reach Theodosia on Saturday and then it will take us two or three days to post 
along the Crimean Riviera to Sebastopol. Wherefore I can hardly get to Odessa before the 14th or 15th. 
From Odessa many ways lead west and I have not yet settled finally which way to go back. The weather 
here is magnificent and the Black Sea is a beautiful blue. The Russian who foolishly went up, or attempted 
to go up Great Ararat alone, has been found frozen to death, by one of the search parties. This has cast 
a gloom over what was otherwise a very successful expedition. We were told terrible tales of the brigand
age rife on the Armenian roads, but thanks to the presence of an armed escort we escaped any unpleasant 
interviews with "messieurs Jes voleurs" ...... With kind regards, I am, Yours very truly, L. L. Belinfante." 

The 7k. ZAKRITOE PISMO bears an additional 3k stamp and the cancellation is BATUM-
ODESSA serial number 4, 25 Sept. 1897, with post-horns. There is a further strike of this No. 4 hand
stamp. so the journey took four days. This was probably an express steamer which according to Bae
deker, 1902, did the trip in three and a half days. What a pity the writer did not mention its name. The 
writer, by the way, used New style dates, while the postmarks are of course, old style. 
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THE BASIC STAMPS OF AZERBAIJAN: ADDITIONAL DATA 

P. T. Ashford and I. L. G. Baillie 

Since we presented our evidence on the first and second printings of the 'Mussawat' issue 
in B.J.R.P. No. 32, we have had the opportunity to give further thought to two aspects which we felt had 
not been thoroughly cleared. We are taking the opportunity to record the results of this further study. 

25 RUB. TRANSFER SUBJECTS 
Near the foot of page 4 of B.J.R.P. 32 we noted that we were not sure of the number of subjects 

in the transfer block on the first printing. We have now found definite marks proving that there were 
only two subjects in the transfer block, which is smaller than the transfer block for any other value in the 
issue. The marks (see illustrations in the centre pages of this Journal) are (1) a hreak in a line near the 
base of the left side panel, and occurs on the 2nd., 4th., 6th., etc. columns in the sheet (i.e. it is subject 
B); (2) and (3) differences in the shape of the left hand '2' of '25' and the 'B' of the right hand 'RBL.' We 
have still not seen large blocks of the second printing of this value, and the break does not seem to occur 
on the few items we have seen. We should be most interested to hear from any readers possess
ing multiples of this stamp. 

TRANSFER SUBJECTS IN SHEETS 
In our previous article we avoided mentioning one interesting aspect of sheet make-up, but we now 

feel that it might be of sufficient general interest to justify incorporation in these follow-up notes. 

One normally expects to find that a whole printing plate represents an exact number of applications 
of a transfer block, but the Mussawat issue (in common with some of the stamps of Georgia and Batum) 
proves strange in that even this simplification is beyond the platemakers, except by chance! We have not 
seen all portions of all the sheets of every value, so we cannot describe all the varieties to be found, but 
the following comments show how abnormal combinations of transfer subjects occur on some sheets; 
perhaps readers will be able to provide further information, and if so the Editor will be pleased to publish 
details. 

lOk. 
Jn the first printing (440 stamps 4 x 110) it is possible that the transfer block does not fit the plate, but 
we have no details. In the second printing (400 stamps, 4 x 100) the transfer blocks fit exactly. 

20k. 
In the first printing (220 stamps, 2 x 110) the transfer block does not fit. We have seen the upper part 
of the left pane, and the transfer block is applied completely, so it is probably the bottoin line of this pane 
which is abnormal; this is definitely so on the right pane where the bottom row is ABCDEFGHJK. Thus 
vertical pairs at the bottom of the last five columns of this pane are abnormal because the transfer subjects 
are the same in both stamps in each pair. In the second printing (400 stamps, 4 x 100) the transfer block 
fits exactly. 

40k. 
From the details in our article in B.J.R.P. it will be seen that the transfer block does not fit any of the 
three plates used for the second printing. However, we do not hwe sufficient material to detail the abnor
malities. 

60k. 
As with the 40k., the transfer block does not fit any of the three plates used for the second printing. Sheet 
(b I is arranged as follows:-

BABCABCABC 
EDEFDEFDEF 
CABCABCABC 

ABCABCABC 
DEFDEFDEF 
ABCABCABC 
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FDEFDEFDEF 
AABCABCABC 
DDEFDEFDEF 
BABCABCABC 
EDEFDEFDEF 

AABCABCABC 
DDEFDEFDEF 
BABCABCABC 
EDEFDEFDEF 
AABCABCABC 
DDEFDEFDEF 
CDEFABCABC 

DEFDEFDEF 
ABCABCABC 
DEFDEFDEF 
ABCABCABC 
DEFDEFDEF 

ABCABCABC 
DEFDEFDEF 
ABCABCABC 
DEFDEFDEF 
ABCABCABC 
DEFDEFDEF 
DEFABCDEF 

Thus it is the left hand and lower edges of the original plate which show abnormal transfer subject 
arrangements. 

JR. 
Again the transfer block does not fit any of the three plates used for the second printing.Sheet (c) we have 
examined in full, and in order to define the full arrangement it was necessary to distinguish between trans
fer subjects Band C. This we did using the following two ch3.racteristics:-

(a) the period after RBL is slightly low in B, slightly high in C 

(b) the point (inverted v) below the dot in the characters in the top left tablet is symmetrical in B, 
but pointing slightly to the left in C 
This enabled the following sheet (c) arrangement to be defined:-

ABCABCABCABCABCABCA 
DEFDEFDEFDEFDEFDEFD 
ABCABCABCABCABCABCB 
DEFDEFDEFDEFDEFDEFE 
ABCABCABCABCABCABCC 
DEFDEFDEFDEFDEFDEFF 
ABCABCABCABCABCABCA 
DEFDEFDEFDEFDEFDEFD 
ABCABCABCABCABCABCC 
DEFDEFDEFDEFDEFDEFF 
ABCABCABCABCABCABCB 
DEFDEFDEFDEFDEFDEFE 
ABCABCABCABCABCABCB 
DEFDEFDEFDEFDEFDEFE 
ABCDEFABCDEFABCDEFC 

Thus (unlike the 60k. sheet b) here it is the right hand and lower edges of the original plate which 
show abnormal transfer subject arrangements. 

2R. 
The transfer block does not fit the plate used for the second printing. The top fourteen rows are made of 
complete transfer block applications but the sequence of transfer subjects on the bottom row is:-

ABCDEFABC ABCDEFDEF 

5R. 
The transfer block does not fit either plate used for the second printing. We have insufficient material 
to detail the make-up of the 4-pane 270 sheet, but the 285 sheet we can partially detail:-
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ABCABCABCABCABCABCA 
D F. 
A CB 
D F. 
A Regular C. 
D FF 
A CA 
D FDEF. 
A B 
D E 
A B 
D E 
A B 
DEFDEFDEFDEFDE 
AB .... FAB .... FAB 

We are satisfied that the right side is made of vertical pairs from the six-block of transfer subjects, and the 
base of the corresponding three-strips, which enables the dots in the above diagram to be replaced by the 
appropriate subject letters. Thus the 19 x 15 sheets of the I R. and SR. both show the abnormal transfer 
subject arrangement at the right hand and lower edges of the plates. 

IOR. 
The transfer subject does not fit the plate used for the second printing. As with the 2R. plate, the top 
14 rows are made of complete transfer block applications but the sequence of transfer subjects on the 
bottom row is, so far as we can define it from material we have examined:-

????EFABC ABCDEFABC 

25R. 
The alternate ABABAB ... arrangement in each row fits any sheet size. 

SOR. 
As with the 2R. and IOR., the transfer subject does not fit the plate used for the second printing; the top 
14 rows are made of complete transfer block applications and the sequence of transfer subjects in the 
bottom row is:-

ABCABCABC DEFDEFDEF 

This of course means that the bottom two rows of the lower right pane give nine vertical pairs of identical 
transfer subjects. 

SCARCE CENSOR MARKINGS OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR (IV) 

Dr. A. H. Wortman 

During the discussions of the London Study Group, Russian speaking members have pointed out 
that "Military Censor·· is a better rendering of VOENNI TSENZOR than "War Censor," and it is pro
posed to use this expression in future. 

SIBERIA 
Many different Censor Marks are known from towns in Siberia, the majority struck on prisoner

of-war correspondence, and John Barry in B.J.R.P. No. 20 illustrated quite a few. The type with double 
circle, D.Ts. in the centre and the town name at the foot was used with minor variations for many towns, 
and those of BARNA UL (scarce), TOMSK, OMSK, and TIUMEN (scarce) were shown. 
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TOBOLSK 
Tobolsk also had one in this type. I have an example struck in green, Military Censor l\"o. 21. 

together with VSKRYTO VOENNOI TSENZUROI on a private cover addressed to "Son Excellence 
Monsieur Leonidas von Pjankoff" in Copenhagen, franked with a 10k. arms type cancelled TOBOLSK 
"b" 1.12.15. Another double circle type on a prisoner-of-war card to Germany from DEMYANSKOE 
TOB. "a" 27.11.17 has the wording '.'Military Controller No. 21 G. Tobolsk" between the circles and 
in the centre "Examined by Military Controller." His number is the same, but he is now a Controller 
instead of a Censor. This change was mentioned in the first part of this article in B.J.R.P. No. 32. 

PETROPAVLOVSK 
Another double circle type was in use in this town in 1915 with the wording MILITARY CENSOR 

No. 12, G. PETROPAVLOVSK AKM. OBL., the town of Petropavlovsk being in the Akmolinsk Region. 
A scarcer type is illustrated (Fig. I) struck in violet on a cover without adhesives addressed to the Red 
Cross Society in Geneva with postmark PETROPAVLOVSK AKM. OB. 24.11.14. The inscription is 
in script lettering with the Censor's name given as ROUS. It will be seen that the letters D. Ts. are 
reversed and this must surely be an error. I cannot recall ever seeing any other Censor Mark with Ts. D. 

TOMSK. 
A large double circle and a small single circle Censor Mark for this town were illustrated in B.J.R.P. 

No. 20 and John Barry mentions a 4k. statlonery card with Censor Mark No. 40 and no cancellation. 
I have a 7k stationery cover with additional 3k adhesive also with no cancellation. The Censor Mark is 
a large single circle rather faintly struck, with Military Censor No. 28. The wording in the centre is in 
three lines and appears to be OPENED BY MILITARY CENSOR. There is in addition a Censor Label 
with TOMSK MILITARY CENSOR printed in black on paper of a deep pink shade. Thus Tomsk was 
one of the few towns which had its own Censor Label. 

The small mark (B.J.R.P. No. 20, Fig. 40) was used as late as 28.12.17 with Censor No. 18. In 
the same type Censor No. 16 had his initials (E. B.) as well. One cover with Censor Mark of Censor No. 
18 has a dark red wax seal on the flap with a single circle type of impression of about the same size as the 
Censor Mark, reading MILITARY CENSOR TOMSK and No. 18 in the centre. Thus Tomsk has the 
added distinction of being one of the few towns with Censor's wax seals. 

The rarest of its Censor Marks, and of which I have seen only one example, is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The unframed D. Ts. TOMSK. MIL. CENS. A. KIRILLOV in three lines is struck in violet on a private 
cover and addressed to Avignon, franked with a l0k arms type deep blue cancelled TOMSK 28.5.15. 

KRASNOYARSK 
The only example of a Censor Mark seen from this town (Fig. 3) has only the words MILITARY 

CENSOR KRASNOY ARSK in a single circle. It is struck in violet on a cover without adhesives to the · 
Danish Red Cross with postmark KRASNOYARSK 29.3.16. 

VERKHNEUDINSK 
The only example seen from this town is struck in crimson on a prisoner-of-war card to Germany 

from KHONKHOLOI, a small place in the Transbaikal Region near Verkhneudinsk. The date is 19.10.17. 

CHITA 
Although it was an important centre, Chita seems to have had only one Censor Mark (Fig. 5) and 

it is not common. It reads CHITA POST TELEGRAPH OFF. MILITARY CENSOR, thus proving 
that at least here the Censor's Office was in the General Post Office. I have it struck in the usual violet 
colour on a cover to the Danish Red Cross from Chita, 20.4.16 and also on a postcard to a prisoner-of-war 
in Germany from AKSHA, a town near the Mongolian frontier, 25.5.17. 

NIKOLSK USSURIYSKI 
A postcard from a German officer prisoner-of-war in Nikolsk Ussuriyski, 23.11.17, unfranked and 

addressed to a lady in Shanghai, has no Russian postmark but there are three Shanghai arrival marks. 
The rare Censor Mark (Fig. 6) reads MILITARY CENSOR DIV. P.O.W. NIKOLSK-USSUR. GARRI
SON, and is in violet. 
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KHABAROVSK 
The interesting Censor Marks of this town was illustrated in John Barry's article (8.J.R.P. No. 20, 

Fig. 46) and consisting merely of the framed abbreviation CENS. is quite rare and deserving of mention 
here. The example I have is on a Japanese picture postcard from a prisoner of war in Krasnaya Riechka 
camp, addressed to a lady in Trieste and has the Khabarovsk postmark, letter "i" of 5.8. I 5. 

IRKUTSK 
Censor Marks of this town must be well-known to readers. No really rare ones have been seen. 

VLADIVOSTOK 
Vladivostok is one of the most interesting towns for Censor Marks, having had at least nine differ

ent. Four of the scarcer marks are illustrated here in addition to the three illustrated in John Barry's 
article. 

The one with the double-headed eagle (Fig. 7) must be among the very first used since it is struck 
on a cover which started out on 28.7.1914 from Gothenburg, addressed "Via Ryssland" to Japan. While 
on its way across Russia war broke out and evidently on reaching Vladivostok mail leaving Russia was 
turned over to the officers in Vladivostok Fortress for censoring. They used their official stamp as a 
Censor Mark. The wording reads STAFF VLADIVOSTOK FORTRESS, and the colour is the usual 
violet. 

By the middle of November, 1914, however, Vladivostok had a real Censor Mark (Fig. 8), a framed 
D. Ts. It is in carmine on a cover franked with a 7k and a 3k Romanov cancelled VLADIVOSTOK "n" 
11.11.14 addressed to Japan. In the following August and up to at least the October of 1915 a smaller 
type (Fig. 9) was being usid, also in carmine. Then came the types illustrated in B.J.R.P. No. 20 and 
their variations. In the spring of 1916 a framed mark with unusual wording was sometimes used, (Fig. 
10) the Russian words being PROVYRENO NA VLADIVOSTOKSKOM VOENNO TSENZURNOM 
PUNKTY, meaning Verified at the Vladivostok Military Censor Point, with part of the word VLADI
VOSTOKOSKOM at the end of the first line and the rest on the next line. This is struck in violet on a 
card from a prisoner-o-fwar in Spasskoe, 4.4.16, in addition :to the more usual large framed Censor Mark 
in crimson (B.J.R.P. No. 20, Fig. 43) and must have been th,e result of some extra inspection of mail at 
some place other than the usual Censor's office. 

Finally an item of unusual interest from this town. Fig. 11 shows a registered cover addressed to 
Japan with cancellation VLADIVOSTOK "t" 8.2.19. There is a Censor label with the wording in Eng
lish "Opened by Censor No. 21" tied with the unframed Censor Mark in Russian "Examined by Vladi
vostok Military Censor No. 21." Obviously there was only one Censor, No. 21, and there must have been 
some reason for the label's wording in English while the Censor Mark was in Russian. I have two other 
covers like this, one being from Irkutsk, 1.2.19 with Censor Label and Mark No. 20, and the other with 
Label "Opened by Censor No. 10" but without Russian Censor Mark. Instead there is a Japanese 
inscription in MS, just tying the label and having some resemblance to Japanese Censor Marks as printed. 
The date of this cover from Vladivostok is 8.11.18. 

At this time the allies were in occupation of Vladivostok, including the Americans and the Japan
ese, and these covers came under a combined censorship of the allies. "The Far Eastern Republic of 
Siberia" by H.K. Norton, George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1923 has the following relevant passage, p. 79: 
"On September 18 the Russian military authorities, acting in agreement with the Allies, declared the city 
of Vladivostok to be under martial law ...... On October 12 an international censorship was established, 
the Americans censoring the English, Czecho-Slovak and Russian messages, and the Japanese the Japan
ese and Chinese." It was prob1ble that the censors did not always keep strictly to this arrang•:!ment. 
The above-mentioned cover with Japanese Censoring was addressed to Japan from a Russian firm in 
English. As the other two covers hwe Russian Censor cachets, it seem5 likely that the Cen5orship was 
not entirely Am'.:rican. It looks as though it was a combined Russian-American effort! 
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1948-57 STANDARD DEFINITIVE STAMPS (ADDITIONAL NOTES) 

A. S. Waugh ·. 

The timely article in the Spring issue of the Journal by our Norwegian friend, Mr. Hans lrmann
Jacobsen, prompts me to add a contribution to this interesting series of stamps. Of the various denomin-· 
ations, the 25k. and 40k. were the most widely used and therefore underwent the greatest number of print
ing and paper changes during the dozen or so years of their currency. Illustrated in the centre pages. 
exactly twice size, are specimen5 from my own album, of these two values, which will serve to show the 
scope of the problem, involved in identification and help us to illustrate the types detailed on pages 21 
to 24 of the last Journal. 

As Mr. Jacobsenrightlypoints out some of these stamps are scarce and others really rare indeed. 
They appeared unannounced as the dem1nd and occasion demimded, possibly in only certain areas of 
the Soviet Union. The two large form1t Typographed stamps are in this latter category. The 40k. Arms 
is twice as scarce as the 25k. Airman, and a Used copy is now worth about two pounds sterling in Soviet 
Russia, single mint stamps are valued at the equivalent of Tenth Anniversary of Aviation (1934) Issue 
in mint unmounted condition, in Moscow. This particular stamp is also known existing as an Imperf. 
between pair. My copy has a clear postmark, 10th July 1950, thus establishing this rare print in mid 1950. 
Needless to say blocks and strips of this printing are unknown and all the evidence points to a local emiss
ion of this "Goznak'" printing. 

Without an actual comparison of specimens it is difficult to establish accurately an absolute equat
ion with Mr. Jacobsen. However, we agree they show his types (in brackets) as near as can be ascertained. 
The numbering is from the 1958 Standard Russian catalogue which in my opinion offers the most com
prehensive listing available, subject to our additional researches. 

STANDARD SERIES, 15K. AND 25K, DESIGNED BY V. ZAVIALOV. DEFINITIVE 
1. No. 1289. Denomination, 15k. Photogravure through a vertical screen. Marine blue; 

Comb Perf. 12 x 12!, rough perforations, May 1948. Quite distinctive, no shades or variations, short 
life, soon replaced in April 1949 by No. 2. 

2. No. 1421 (I). Denomination 25k., Offset Lithography, Black-Grey, Comb Perf. 12 x 12½. 
April 1949. Size, 21.6 x 14.8 mm. 

3. No. 1421a. (Illa). Light Blue Grey, a rough hairy paper, producing a poor rendering of 
the design. Size 21.5 x 14.5 mm. July 1950. 

4. Possibly No. 1421b. (IV?). Mid grey, smoother paper, but still coarser than No. 2. Size 
21 x 14.25 min. August 1953. 

5. Light Blackish Grey, quite distinctive, probably No. 1421-1 (IV?). Issued in 1954. Size 
20.75 X 14.25 mm. 

6. No. 1580 (II). The Typographed printing. Nayy blue, Size 22.5 x 15.5 mm. Comb Perf. 
12 x 12½. Clear clean printing, head much larger various items of shading differ notably in the right Para
chute harness. Rare, short life, issued in July 1950 and soon superseded by No. 3 and oth•::r types, until 
the currency reform in 1961 ended the series. 

STANDARD SERIES, 30K. AND 40K. DESIGNED BY V. ZAVIALOV. DEFINITIVE 
7. No. 1291. Denomination, 30k., Brown red, Photogravure, quite distinctive, same remarks 

as applied to No. I. 
8. No. 1423. (le). Denomination 40k. Offset lithography. Dull red, Comb Perf. 12 x 12l, 

October 1948. Size 22 x 15 mm. 
9. (la orb) Vermilion. Quite distinctive colour change, bright clean print, lettering round Arms 

only half as thick as No. I. Size, 22.25 x 15 mm. 
10. Possibly No. 1423b. (Ille or d). Dull crimson on rough hairy paper could be complementary 

to No. 3. Size 21.75 x 14.75 mm. July 1950. 
11. No. 1581. (II). The Typographed printing. Dull grey red. Size, 22.5 x 15.5 mm. Comb 

Perf. 12 x 12½. Quite distinctive in every way. Clear detail, clean printing. July 1950. Rare, short 
life soon replac,::d by No. 10 and the subsequent issues. 
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12. No. 2057 (V). The re-issued design of July 1957 with 7 ribbon'> (due to the Finno-Karelian 
Republic rejoining the Russian Federation as an Autonomous Republic). Clear printing, bright crimson, 
on good paper, sharp perforation<;, no variation<; with the exception of Mr. Jacob3en's recent find of which 
more later. In use for 3½ years, comb perf. 12 x 12½, re-d•!sig·i1•!d by the collective group of artists of the 
State security printers "Goznak." In circulation until the currency reform of January 1961. 

A number of variations are not illustrated for want of spao:!, these are not only of colour and paper, 
and no doubt there are still others to be found and identified. Unlike the much publicised Commemorat
ives these d,:!finitives only become known after issue, which adds to th•:! interest. 

A small format (14.25 x 21 mm.) Arm<; type was issued in 1954, this is No. 1423-1, and it appears 
as Orange red and rose red. There are S•:!veral colour vari,:!ties of preceding types and even other sizes 
that would well repay investigation as and wh-:!n th•! m'lterial hxom'!s available. On•:! of th:! mo:;t intriguing 

finds of recent months comes from Mr. Jacobsen, here illustrated in the 
ITO 'lt TA CCC P text. It will be noted th'lt this specim:!n is the traditional 40k. Arm'> with 

7 ribbons, but is entirdy com,osed of dots, which in my opinion is evi
deno:! that we have a fresh issue entirely produced through a Photograv
ure-screen, possibly as a short t,:!rm em•~rgency m:!asure designed to tide 
over until th:! new issue of January 1961. This is borne out by the clear 
postnnrk 26.6.60, just six months before the currency chang,~. Thanks 
to Mr. Jacob,en it h1s h:::en possible to enlarge this stamp in detail, and 
it is hoped it will start m,m~•:!rs searching through their collections for 
other examples. This particular stamp cam~ on an Airm1il postcard 
from Sam1rkand to Norway; it is cndor3ed 'Par Avion' in purple and 
carries additional stamps to the total value of 2R. Incidentally, our 
French cont-~mporary "France-U.R.S.S. Philateli•:!" mentioned this 
variety in their April issue in an article on page 11 by their correspondent 
Mr. Serge Mouraviev, under the title of .. Do you know th•:!SC non-catal
ogued stamps?" so other specimens are known. 

Finally, I would like to mention another value that would repay further study, the One Rouble 
'Spassky Tower.' This first appeared in 1947, Typographed as a 40k. value, designed by "Goznak," 
and printed in red. It became a 50k. blue in the 1948 Offset series, finally settling down to one rouble 
red, in which format several changes occurred. Appearing in the latter part of 1948 Lithographed, in a 
format of 15 x 22 mm. Jn 1953 it was reprinted on thicker paper at 14.5 x 21.5 mm.;and made its final 
re-appearance in the small designs of 1954 at 14.25 x 21 mm. No doubt other variations exist, and the 
full story has yet to be published in every detail. It is to be hoped that these notes and findings will inspire 
others to measure their material, check the colour, paper, and printing, and finally record their findings, 
so that a complete picture can be constructed of this fascinating issue. Single stamps can be found from 
many sources, in this country quite inexpensively in dealers' stockbooks, and the search will prove that 
modern Soviet stamps can be as interesting as their earlier counterparts. 

CHANGES OF OFFICERS 

At the Annual General Meeting of the Society held on 10th October, 1964, Mr. John Barry, our 
Hon. Secretary since 1945, and Mr. W. H. H. Huddy, our Hon. Treasurer since the founding of the Society 
in 1936, both offered their resignations from these posts due to continued poor health. The Committee 
most reluctantly accepted their decisions, and many thanks were paid by members to the work these two 
officers have done for the Society. Mr. John Lloyd takes the place of Mr. Barry, and Mr. E. Eades takes 
over from Mr. Huddy. 
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KEY AND FLOWER WATERMARKS (SUPPLEMENTARY LIST) 

H. Irmann-Jacobsen 

In B.J.R.P. 31 publication was made of a list of early Soviet stamps showing both watermark side
ways and Watermark normal. The Catalogue numbers used were those of the Cercle Francais Catalogue 
of 1956-Romeko-Yvert. The 45 different stamps found in 1962 can now be supplemented by the 
following 28 further stamps, all recorded with watermark 'key and flower' in both positions:-334, 355. 
439,450,458,459,460,462,464,465,471,473,477,481,485,489,490,493,494,498,540,565,601, A25, 
A24A, A35, A37, A54. This gives a total of 73 stamps recorded with the two positions of the watermark. 

For those collectors who wish to look for the watermark position, I should like to remind them 
of the correction to the illustration in the original article given in B.J.R.P. No. 32, page 25 (at the end of 
'Correspondence.') 

RESEARCH GROUPS 
In January last the Committee and Members decided that all research packets sent to members 

in the U.K. should go "Recorded delivery." 
Since then a Ukraine packet is reported missing-and this is the third-. Much trouble, delay 

and even loss is caused by some memo!rs not despatching the packets promptly nor having sufficient 
regard for their value. 

Group Superintendents have been requested to see that all packets containing stamps are sent by 
registered post in future. Other packets not containing stamps may be sent by either registered post or 
"recorded delivery" at the Group Superintendent's discretion. 

New members are always welcome to the research groups, and problems, elementary or obtuse. 
can be studied and queries often answered. 

Any member wanting information about the different groups should write in the first place to the 
Research Superintendent. 

R. P. KNIGHTON, Research Superintendent. 

MODERN SOVIET PERFORATION VARIETIES (Ill) 

A. S. Waugh 

Continuing the series started in the Journal 32, we now record a further collection of stamps of the
Soviet Union all of which are of interest because of various irregularities. We illustrate them in the centre 
pages, and it will be found that some of these items are perforation varieties in the true sense of the word 
insofar that they are due to bad folding or creasing of the sheets prior to perforation. There are also a 
further number of perforate by imperforate examples hitherto unrecorded, and two examples of the 
Annulled stamps which are the subject of an article elsewhere in the current issue. It is noteworthy that 
two stamps illustrated come from the collection of Mr. Andrew Swatkovsky of Washington, D.C., being 
the Chekov misplaced perforation, and the 10k. Moscow 800th anniversary Jmperf. at base stamp. Inter
est in this type of material appears to be greater in the U.S.A. than in Britain, probably due to the quantity 
of such items available being greater in the former country. 

Continuing the numbering system from Journals 32 and 34 the stamps illustrated are as follows:-

PLATE FOUR Illustration No. 
1949 Airport Series, I Rouble, misplaced per-

forations due to creasing 69 
1947 800 Anniversary Moscow Overprint on I 

Rouble, horizontal pair, Jmperf Left, 
and double row of perfs at top 70 

1938 30k. Aviator Typographed Definitive 
Misplaced perforations due to folding 71 
Misplaced perforations due to creasing 72 
Horizontal pair, Imperf., pale blue shade. 

Thick marginal bar 73 

Illustration No. 
1938 15k. Soldier Typographed Definitive 
Imperforate at Left 74 
1940 A. P. Chekov commemorative 
20k. with misplaced perforation (hori:wntal) 

giving an lmperforate Base 75 
1947 Moscow Soviet Building 
Misplaced perforations due to folding and 

creasing 76 
1945 Prince Michael Kutuzov commemorafr1e 
30k. horizontal Pair, lmperf between 77 
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Illustration No. 
1935 L. N. Tolstoi 
20k. Imperf. left, and apparently imperf. 

all round (proof?) 78 
1947 800th Anniversary Moscow series 
IOk. Imperf. Base due to creasing 79 
1948 V. I. Surikov 
.30k. Imperf. at top 80 

SOVIET ANNULLED STAMPS 

A. S. Waugh 

Jllustration No. 
1957 Moscow Festival Issue 
I Rouble, the Bolshoi Theatre, Imperf. at top 81 
1954 1 Rouble Definitive 
Smallest format, offset Litho, Vertical pair 

missing perforation 82 
1926 Examples of Annulled Stamps 
8k. Worker lmperf. and Perf. 83 and 84 

In the late l 920's the Soviet Government needed considerable amounts of gold currency to help 
in the purchase of foreign machinery in connection with the First Five Year Plan 1929-1933. During 
this period, some 64 thousand million Roubles was to be invested in capital development. One of many 
means to help raise funds for these projects involved the sale of annulled stamps. 

The issue of gold currency definitives during the period 1923-7 had produced a multiplicity of print
ings, perforations, and watermarks. Some of.these combinations included very ~carce varieties with a 
high philatelic value. In order to preserve this scarcity of certain stamps, th'! Soviet Philatelic Bureau 
had remainders of this material specially HORIZONTALLY p,~rforated through the designs, thus pro
ducing the annulled or invalidated stamps. 

These annulled stamps were thus produced especially for philatelic purpo~. at the same time 
keeping the prices for the normal stamps as high as possible. Specimens of the annulled remainders were 
sold in the state trading organisations only against GOLD currencies, their prices being much above their 
face value. Being invalid by reason of the horizontal perforations, such stamps cannot be found genuinely 
postally used. All specimens sold in this way, carry the Warranty markings of the Soviet Philatelic 
Association (S.F.A.) and form an interesting sideline for collectors, illustrating a period of vast industrial 
expansion in the Soviet Union, and a method of helping to finance the project. 

Illustrated in the centre pages are specimens annulled of the 8k. definitive, Lithographed, Imperfor
ate, and Perf. 12, watermarked, as is issued in February 1926. 

GEORGIA: FORGERIES OF THE "DE JURE" ISSUE 

P. T. Ashford 

There are four issues of overprints on Georgian stamps which-for very good reasons-fail to 
make Gibbons' catalogue. There are the "National Guard" overprints (dated 12.12.20 and issued to 
commemorate the Third Anniversary of the Georgian National Guard); the "De Jure" overprints, sup
posed to commemorate the 'de jure' recognition of Georgia by the League of Nations on 27.1.21, an event 
which did not, in fact, occur; the surcharges in Turkish currency for use by the Georgian Consulate in 
Constantinople; and a series of overprints, showing the Soviet k1mmer and sickle, which-it was alleged 
-were applied to Georgian stamps after the Bolsheviks had invaded the country late in February 1921. 

In the opinion of this writer, none of these stamps ever achieved a status higher than 'prepared 
for use but not issued,' and, in th,;: case of the Constantinople and .'Hammer and Sickle' overprints, these 
seem to. be plain swindles, perpetrated in Constantinople. 

However, each has its- own story, and perhaps Georgian philately would be a little less colourful 
without them. 
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As far as the "de jure" issue was concerned, imperforate Georgian stamps of values IOk., 40k., 
50k., 60k., 70k., 2R., 3R., and 5R. were overprinted by lithography with the date 27.1.21, and a three line 
inscription in Georgian Ch-1racters. The set comprised all th:: currrent Georgian stamps with the except
ion of the 1 R. value. Perhaps this was because of its 'odd' size and a sp,xial printing plate would have 
been necessary to overprint this value. Th1;: Romeko Catalogue of 1927 (which lists the issue, and also 
the 'National Guard' and Constantinople sets) states that only the 2, 3, and 5R. values were issued on 
20th February 1921, whilst the Red Army entered Tiflis on 28th February 1921. According to Romeko 
the kopeck values were not placed on sale. 

All this writer can say is that, so far, h•~ has not seen any stamp of this set cancelled by a genuine 
Georgian datestamp, let alon1;: undoubtedly postally used. It is true that the three higher values are seen 
bearing cancellations of Tiflis in Georgian characters, but this is the same faked cancellation as we dis
cussed (and was illustrated) in th•~ previous article in the series (B.J.R.P. 34, page 26). It seems therefore 
that quantities of th:! 'original' stamps were taken to Constantinople by refuge,~s from Georgia, and were 
cancelled by this faked postmark. In addition, some bogus covers and cards (often picture postcards of 
Georgian scenes) were manufactured, one of which is shown in the illustrations to this article, in the centre 
pages. It is sugg,:!sted th,lt readers note the details of this cancellation so as to identify any spurious items 
of this nature th•~Y m:1y be offered. 

Thi:: 'original' stamps of the "de jure" issue, as accepted by Maison Rom~ko, consisted of over
prints on late printings of Georgian stamps showing distinctive shades of ink. These are often referred 
to as "Italian Prints' since it is bdieved that the fresh supplies of paper and ink, used in their production, 
were brought in from Italy probably in 1920. The notorious 'freak errors' are also found printed in the 
same shades although the 5R. shad•:! used forth,:: 'de jure' overprint is in a very distinctive colour of almost 
brownish-yellow, and this shade does not seem to b:: found unoverprinted. A strange fact is that some 
of the sheets actually b-::aring 'freak errors' were used in the production of 'de jure' overprints, with the 
result that the 40k. freak error (tete-beche); the 60k. freak error (top left hand portion of the basic stamp 
is missing); the 2R. freak error (inscription and value at top of stamp reversed); and the 5R. freak error 
('Sleeping Tamara") can all b•:! found with the 'de jur•:!· overprint. Inverted overprints on nom1al basic 
stamps can be found on the 40k. and 5R. values, whilst Romeko also lists the 40k. in pair without over
print at all. 

So much for the 'originals,' but the 'de jure' overprints have also been forged, and invariably these 
are found mint without any cancellation. In a seme this is rather a pity, for we are relying completely 
on the testimony of previous writers, in deciding just which of these overprints is the original. A can
cellation on the forgeries would be very helpful! 

In separating the overprints, a good guide is to look at the last Georgian character in lines two 
and three. This resembles a letter 'b' in lower case. In the original overprints, the curl of the hook is 
much more pronounced, whereas the forgery has a hook which is less open. In the koJA,<>ck values the 
letters 'r' and 'e' of 'jure' have a significant space between them, not found on the original overprint. In 
the Rouble values there are differences in the shape of the inverted commas before and after "de jure." 
Other differences may be found on close comparison, and it is hoped that the illustrations in the centre 
pages will help readers in this respect. 

REVIEWS OF NEW LITERATURE 

"Austrian Post Ofj1ces Abroad" Part Four. Constantinople, Ionian Islands, Albania and Epirus. by S. D. 
Tchilinghirian and W. S. E. Stephen. 80 pages, including illustrations in half tone and line. Price 30/
(or Four Dollars Fijiy cents U.S.). Published by The Austrian Stamp Club of Great Britain, and obtainable 
from Mr. W. S. E. Stephen, 94 High Street, Aber/our, Banffshire, Scotland. 

This volume covers the offices in Constantinople, including those of the D.D.S.G. and Lloyd; 
those in Venice, the Roman States,and the Duchy of Parma and Piacenza; in the Ionian Islands;and in 
Montenegro, Albania and Epirus. It contains also a specialised listing of the stamps of Austrian Italy, 
Austrian Levant, and Austrian Crete, with the numerous varieties of shade, paper and perforation. 
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Interest in the stamps and postal history of Albania is an esoteric pursuit, but one to which I have 
sub.;cribed for many years. The authors comm'!nt on the unanimous reactions of all the owners on whose 
collections the check lists are based-material from Austrian P.O.'s in this area is hard to come by and no 
one has very much: as one of those concerned I find this rather gratifying. 

The high standard of the authors' work in previous parts is fully maintained. The text is detailed 
and accurate, the illustrations numerous and meticulous: it is always easy for the student to find a desired 
reference and to garner useful information when the reference is found. But above all Bill and Simon 
write in an easy fluent style which makes their works eminently readable, and I think we will all concede 
that this is an art difficult to achieve and more difficult still to maintain. 

E. G. PEEL. 

Lol/ini COSMOS Catalogue. 96 pages 011 art paper. Second Editio11 (August 1963). 

The second edition of the Lollini COSMOS catalogue was published on 3rd August 1963, the first 
J .500 copies being numbered. The catalogue gives details and illustrations of all cancels and cachets 
used in all countries, to commemorate Space events. It is a very nicely presented, octavo sized, art paper 
booklet of 96 pages, 64 of which are devoted to the Soviet Union. It prices and illustrates well over 400 
Soviet postal cancellations and cachets, all being very clearly reproduced and gives all the varieties with 
colour of inks used and dates of all F.D.C.'s. Pages 92 and 93 give the dates of launchings and anni
versaries of Soviet space craft. Pages 94-96 give the classification by Towns of Issue of all special cancels 
and cachets used in the U.S.S.R. to commemorate space conquests. The Lollini Publications have offices 
in 1'ice. France, and Genoa, Italy, and also publish a special catalogue of all world space stamps. 

JOHN LLOYD. 

1963 U.S.S.R. Postage stamp catalogue. Published by the Philatelic Bureau, Moscow. Price 15k. Printed 
hy Moscow Typography No. 33, in 25,000 copies. (111 Russian). 

The latest supplement to the 1958 Standard Catalogue was issued in the late Spring, bringing col
lectors up to the end of 1963 with information on Soviet Stamp Issues. Altogether 163 new stamps are 
listed plus one Block (The Spartakiad Sports Block) with details of the designers, printing methods, and 
perforations. In some cases notes on special cancellations are also included, but there is no information 
about varieties. 

The supplement compares favourably with previous issues, the layout and general format being 
identical with the previous supplements. Full listing for thematists is provided on pages 37-40, with 
emphasis on famous men, and Soviet institutions. It is of interest to note that the stamp designer, A. V. 
Zavialov, has joined the editorial board for the first time as the cover artist. He is of course one of the 
talented sons of the doyen of Soviet designers, V. V. Zavialov, who started his career with the 1925 Lenin 
Mausoleum series, and who recently produced his 500th Soviet Postage stamp. 

The 1963 Catalogue will be found useful for all collectors of modem Soviet stamps. At a time 
when there is growing interest in this hranch of philately it is difficult to understand why the quantity 
printed has been halved from other editions, and it will, of course, like its predecessors, remain current 
until thi! arrival of th'! n•::w com;:,rehensive Catalogue promised for later this year. 

A. S. WAUGH. 

"The Ancient Russian Posts"' ("Stari1111aya Russkaya Potchta"'). by Maria Nikolaev11a Vitashevskaya. (111 
Russianl. Published by Svyvizdat, Moscow, 1962. Price 14k. Edition of 4,500 copies. 80pp. 9in. x 
7in. si=e, with paper col'er. Illustrated i11 ha{f tone and li11e. 

When we eventually obtained a copy of this publication, we were a trifle disappointed. We do 
not think this was the fault of the author, but mor~ the fault of our own imaginations. What are 'Ancient 
Russian Posts' to one person are clearly not the same to another, and although we expected the work to 
commence with the very earliest records, we fondly imagined it might at least continue the story until the 
middle of the 19th Century. However, the author has concentrated, literally, on 'Ancient Posts' and does 
not concern h~rself with anything after 1700. This means that the work is a book for the historian and 
not for the philatelist, and it will not be as much value to our readers as might otherwise have been the 
case. 
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Dr. Salisbury is serialising the work (in translation) in Rossica Joumal and this is much appreci
ated by readers -who would have difficulty in reading the original book. The author develops the history 
of the early Russian posts from the establishment of a Relay Messenger service in the 15th Century, des
cribing the changes in administrative arrangements over the years, and there are chapters on the work 
of A. L. Ordin-Nashokin and 'the father of the Russian Post' A. A. Vinius. 
The Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philadely. No. 66. 1964. Edited by Dr. Gregory B. Salis
bury, 49th and Locust Streets, Philadelphia 39, Pa., U.S.A. 

It is always an enjoyable event when the latest Rossica Journal arrives. No. 66, which runs to 76 
large pages of text and another 7 pages of illustrations, offers a remarkable variety of articles and every 
reader will find some item to titillate his particular fancy. In some respects B.S.R.P. and Rossica are 
almost like a couple of football team~. since we note in Greg Salisbury's Editorial the announcement of 
the new 'signing' of our old friend Andrew Cronin both as a contributoi- and a Member of Rossica·s Edit
orial Board. It is rather a pity that Russian philatelic journalism hasn't yet reached the stature of 'big 
business' othe1·wise we might see the respective Editors flying to the four comers of the earth to 'sign up' 
talent with exclusive, and no doubt very lucrative, contracts! 

Coming back to Rossica No. 66. a most important series has been inaugurated in this issue called 
"The Transmi.,sion of Mails on Steamships" by N. I. Sokolov. This work was discovered by Kurt Adler, 
having been originally published in St. Petersburg, by the Central Administration of Posts and Telegraphs 
in the Postal -Telegraph Journal of 1896. This first portion (running to just over 6 pages) is concerned 
with postal arrangements in the Baltic, and a very valuable chapter it is too. Judging from the Editor's 
note, the next.instalment will b•! a real eye-opener as it deals with Russian Posts in Turkey, including the 
activities of R.O.P.i.T., and our congratulations go to both Dr. Salisbury and Kurt Adler for making such 
an interesting series possible. 

A most interesting article-"lmperforate ?" by 0. A. Faberge makes quite exciting reading, and 
there are a number of quite ingenious illustrations demonstrating exactly how a forger can, in certain 
circumstances, "manufacture" imperforate Arms type stamps. It just shows how much we have to be on 
our guard against spurious imperforate varieties. 

Fred W. Speers contributes an interesting article on 'Kitai' overprints as seen under ultra violet 
light; Gordon H. Torrey continues his notes on 'Used Abroads'; John Lloyd writes on his collection of 
stamps used during the Revolutionary Period, and there is an interesting page showing selected gems from 
this collection. Proof that great minds think alike is shown by the article A. Prado writes on 'The Small 
Current Stamps' which is on a similar theme to that developed by H. lrmann-Jacobsen in B.J.R.P. 34. 
The interest which these articles have generated on the Soviet definitives of 1948/9 is considerable. Andrew 
Cronin also writes a summary of the recent points brought to light in Russia surrounding the issue of the 
'Kerensky' stamps, which he has based on extracts from articles in the Bulgarian magazine "Philatelen 
Pregled." A further instalment (Parts III and IV) of 'Ancient Russian Posts' by Maria Nikolaema Vita
shevskaya takes the story up to the late 17th Century. An interesting innovation is provided by Rimma 
Sklarevski who commences a new series of articles on the stamps of the R.S.F.S.R Few articles would 
seem to have been written on these early Soviet issues and this first article of a series gets off to a good 
start. Melvin Kessler is likewise commencing a series on 'Russian Postal Rates.' 0. A. Faberge adds 
eleven cancellations hitherto unrecorded on Russia No. I, and the record books will therefore have to be 
extended, whilst Andrew Cronin gives us the first part of a really thorough piece of research on 'The Finnish 
Raid into East Karelia 1921-22.' D. N. Minchev of Sofia writes on 'Documents Concerning the Russian 
Posts Abroad during the 18th Century' which point to the existence of considerable activity by Russian 
Consular Posts in Rumania, Moldavia and Wallachia. An article translated by C. P. Bulak from the 
Russian-.. Mongolia and Monguls"-which gives the results of a trip made in 1892/3 offers much valuable 
information on Mongolian postal services, and we look forward to more extracts at a later date. Other 
contributions come from M. M. Kessler ("A Multiple Russian, Chinese, and Japanese Post Card"); A. 
Cronin ("An Early Russian Meter"); R. Polchaninoff ("Stamps of the Western Army and of Asobny 
Astrad and their Counterfeits"); A. Cronin and W. S. E. Stephen ("Tannu Tuva-A General Survey"
Which includes varieties recently recorded by S. M. Blekhman in the 1963 'Soviet Collectionner' ): and a 
new column "Wfrtt's Your Answer" in which information is sought on two stamps apparently of non
philatelic origin. 

'Notes from Collectors" (six pages of information received in correspondence by Dr. Salisbury) 
and som,:: intcr,.:sting book r.:views (including a review by Kurt Adler of th'! 1963 'Soviet Collectionner·
surely a model of what a review should be) concludes yet another splendid edition of Rossica. 
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France-U.R.S.S. Philatelie-Le Timbre Sorietique. Edited by GGbriel Citerne, 8 me de la Vrilliere, Paris 
ler. France. New Series. No. 1, January 1964; No. 2, April 1964; No. 3, July 1964. 

Many readers may have seen copies of 'Le Timbre Sovietique' the official publication of the Cercle 
Philatelique France-U.R.S.S. Recently this publication has been produced in magazine format under 
the title 'France-U.R.S.S. Philatelic,' ap~aring each three months and running to 14 pages of print each 
issue. 

The first of the new series appeared in January last with the dual purpose of covering issues of both 
Russia and France. As regular features there is a new issue listing of U.S.S.R., Society News, and in No. 
I appeared a useful listing of Elizavetgrad Zemstvo issues compiled by our member Monsieur Ch. Godard, 
who is Vice-President of the Cercle. Also in No. l are some useful notes on 'Red Cross Envelopes and 
Cards of lmperial Russia' which mentions special issues for OMSK, PYATIGORSK and POLTAVA, 
apart from the more usual ODESSA printings. Issue No. 2 includes an interview with the Soviet designer 
V. V. Zavialov by S. Mouraviev; Notes on the first 6k. stamps of the Levant by another of our members, 
Michel Liphschutz; a continuation of the article on Red Cross Envelopes and Cards detailing issues from 
ST. PETERSBURG; and an article on Non-catalogued Soviet Varieties by S. Mouraviev. No. 3 gives 
us articles on 'First Impressions of Philatec '64"'; 'Pictorial Envelopes of U.S.S.R.' by A. Wery; a useful 
listing of Kherson Zemstvo Stamps by Ch. Godard; Further details of Soviet varieties, and a continuation 
of the ST. PETERSBURG Red Cross envelopes. Ch. Godard also writes an interesting column on the 
fabulous collections of M. Liphschutz, and there is also a short article on Soviet Sports stamps. 

The 'C,ercle Philatelique' has recently published a new catalogue of Imperial issues which will be 
reviewed at length in the next edition of B.J.R.P. · 

Journal of Chinese Philately. No. 110, February, 1964; No. 111, April 1964; No. 112, June 1964. Jssued 
by the China Philatelic Society of London, and edited by W/Cmdr. P. I. Padget, 30 Clarence Grove Road, 
Weston-s-Mare, Somerset. 

Three mo;·e issues of this valuable bi-monthly are now to hand, containing (No. 110); "The U.S. 
Postal Agency in Shanghai, China" by J. D. Riddell (an article having previously appeared in 'Stamp 
Collecting'); 'Interesting Items' from W. E. Jones; "Mokanshan" by F. J. Clemo; "Treaty Port Locals 
of China; Further Queries" by E. N. Lane; Contributions to a Far East Bibliography, by James Negus; 
(No. 111) 'Early Revenue Stamps of the Chinese People's Government' (1949-52) by A. W. Bendig; 'Dies 
of the 5 et. Chinese Imperial Post Issue printed by Waterlows' by L. R. F. Prescott; and 'Train Post Office 
Postmarks' by P. I. Padget; (No. 112) "Postal Stationery of the Japanese P.O"s in China" by P. I. Padget 
and D. Taylor Smith; 'East China-7th Anniv. of Shantung Communist Postal Administration' by E. N. 
Lane; 'East China; the 3.00 Dollar Violet-a Retouch' by F. Bieri; "Waterlow Dragon Cancellations" 
by P. I. Padget. New Issue Notes and Society News are included in each number. 

AMERICAN SAMOVAR 
Dr. Greg()ry B. Salisbury 

When the last instalment of this column went to press. plans were discussed for the INTERPEX 
show at Hotel Americana in Mid-Manhattan, New York, during March. The Rossica Society, with a 
fair sprinkling of the B.S.R.P. members, over forty strong, attended a meeting, a luncheon and a general 
meeting, during which your writer presented a paper, "Russian America."' It covered the general history, 
and postal -history of tho:: Russian possessions in North America. and it was profusely illustrated by rare 
Russian maps, of the p::riod, as well as by a scarce publication "Purchase of Alaska," a speech of Hon. 
Nath,miel P. Banks of Massachusetts, delivered in th~ -House of Representatives on June 30, 1868. In 
this talk Mr. Banks blasted a popular present day misconception that the Congress of th':lt day was ignor
ant of the true value of Alaska, and that it was "The Ice Box of the North .. and "Seward's Folly." He 
very precisely spelled out th~ wealth of th•:! region, its potential, and its strategic value. Incidentally, the 
interest in the United States is very high on the subject. Your author's article "Alaska, Russian America 
Posts .. appeared in "Covers .. June 1964, and earlier, as "Russian America·• in Linn's Weekly Stamp News, 
Dec., 16th, 1963. 
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The big event of the mid-year was PHILATEC PARIS, so well supported by our members. Dr. 
E. Diena"s letter is before me, corroborating the fact that the Rossica Journal won its fifteenth silver in 
international competition there, quite a pleasant surprise, for the initial lists did not carry its name among 
the winners, due to an error. We are most proud of Michel Liph'>Chutz, member of both societies. who 
gave a wonderful speech, well illustrated, on the Zem5tvos, before the fascinated large international audi
ence. It will be printed in detail with illustrations, in No. 68 Rossica Journal. M. Liph5chutz showed a 
great collection of old Russia in "cour d'honn';!ur," for which he had previously received m,my gold medals 
at past internationals. He also showed Russian Levant in "classe d'honneur," a magnificent collect
ion which gained a gold mi::dal. He likewise presented an outstanding collection in the m::tin hall, dealing 
with the provisionals of 1918-1923, b.::autifully worked out, an original study of the "Rub" overprints, 
so needed by the philatelists, because of th-'! dearth of material on this obscure part of Russian philately. 
Surprisingly, this collection received a silver, possibly because of the little known material on display. 
Our member Kurt Adler showed the rarest examples from his immense collection of the Russo-Turkish 
War of 1877-1878, Russian Post in China, Mongolia, Near East, all with the rarest postmarks. He like
wise showed a block of 10 kop. with the overprint "KIT Al" with vertical lines, only one other block such 
as this is know to exist. He received a bronze on silver. Congratulations to all of the participants! 

As we go to press, the big event ahead is NOJEX 1964, to be held in Newark, New Jersey, held by 
the federation of area clubs, and many national philatelic societies. Rossica Society is participating in 
force. The New York branch headed by Joseph F. Ch•Jdoba will direct the Rossica activities, while the 
President, and editor .... your columnist, will serve as an overall judge, and judge of the Russian material 
along with members Andrew Cronin and S. Serebrakian. Your author will present first, second and 
third awards, in his name, for the best material showing philatelic research. 

The wind-up of a busy, eventful year will be the A.S.D.A. Show in New York. in November, during 
which time B.S.R.P. and Rossica meet in an annual get-together of meetings, luncheon, buffet-bar party, 
and a general meeting, spiced by a bourse, and a stamp-swap session. 

The publications on this side of the ocean offered very little in our field, recently. One must single 
out the War Cover Club Bulletin, edited by I. Willinger, 314 E.163 St. Bronx, N. Y. 10451, of August 
1964. It carried a fine article "The Belgian Armoured Car Division in Russia in World Warr· by 
Frederic Patka, which shed much more light on a fine part of our collection sphere, previously written 
up liy John Barry in B.J.R.P. and by Emile Marcovitch in the Rossica Journal. "Th•'! Am-;:rican Philatel
ist," edited by our fine friend Jim Chemi, came out with the September issue, which had an interesting 
write up on "Russian Levant's 'Big Blue"' written by our memh:r Fred W. Speers, famed collector and 
publisher of Escondido, California. He treats the popular No. I stamp in a vein slanted to attract the 
general collectors, thus doing our hobby a big service. We received a belated copy of "Archives Erinno
philes," official bulletin of Societe l'Arc-en-Ciel, which carried an excellent article by our member. and 
member of the Academy of Erinnophilia, Emile Marcovitch, on Ukrainian vignettes. The same author, 
likewise sent a fine review of the latest book on Ukrainian unofficial stamps, by Maksimchuk. We are 
happy to confirm, at this point that Mr. Marcovitch, one of our dearest friends, is well again, after a long 
and a serious illness. We likewise received from France catalogues of PHILATEC, a new Imperial Russ
ian Catalogue published by Cercle Philatelique France-U.R.S.S. sent by John Lloyd, a most kind and 
thoughtful correspondent, and a back issue of the January journal of the same Cercle, sent by Herb Rosen, 
U.S. Commissioner for PHILATEC, which carried a fine article on the zemstvos of Elisavetgrad, remind
ing us of another opus on the same theme, long ago, written by Theo. Lavrov, when he lived in England. 

Last Sunday we entertained two most welcome visitors from New York, Kurt Adler, and Andy 
Cronin, formerly of Australia and Canada. They brought some fine books in Russian, as a present: 
Koslov's "In the Forests of Karelia," an account of the Karelian Campaign during the last war, 'The 
Stamps Speak" by Alexeev, a popular philatelic book about the Soviet stamps, "First Printer Ivan 
Fedorov" a story of the 400th anniversary of book printing in Russia, and a lovely book, richly illustrated 
of the art works of Eugene Lancere, artist, designer of many beautiful Russian stamps, including some of 
the Romanov Tercentenary Issue values. Incidentally, there is a fine account and a picture of Prof. Rich
ard Sarrinch an0ther designer of the same Rom1nov issue and m1ny others, in the "BAL TI KUM-SA MM
LER," of April 1964, sent to us by Edgar Stalbow, from Stuttgart, Germany. 
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Our U.S. m::mbers, both of B.S.R.P. and of Rossica were very impressed by the last issue of 
B.J.R.P. No. 34. Editor Pete Ashford deserves great praise for the high standard of editing, for the 
varied fare of contents, and for the tremendous improvement of the journal as a whole since he took 
over the editorship. Our only note of protest, is the same one voiced by us in an editorial in the Rossica 
Journal, namely, less postal history, and postmarks, and more on stamps, at least an achievement of a 
happy balance. Majorityofourreaderssimplydonothavethem:1terialdescribed, are only mildly interested 
in the matters discussed over most of the pages of both journals. They joined up to get information on 
ST AMPS, good old ST AMPS listed in Scott and Gibbons, not rarities, or dubious ones, or bogus ones, 
just the plain ones and their varieties, they do not get whit they want and they complain ...... oh! for the 
life of an average editor who can only print the b:::st of what's offered. Let's cry on each other"s shoulder, 
Pete! 

A COLLECTOR'S CALENDAR 
P. T. Ashford 

The summer has come and gone and with it a number of pl,:::asant occaskms. In April the we-:::k
end West Country meeting at Shepton Beauchamp was a very happy get-together, which is the subject of a 
special report by Ian Baillie in this Journal. The regular meetings at Devonshire Place were well attended, 
several outstanding displays being given. The occasional local m!etings of London members continue 
and thanks to Boris Pritt we are able to show a ph~tograph of som! m!mbers at one of these informal 
gatherings (see centre pages). Left to right are Edward F. Newman, V. von Rychter, Eric Peel, and Dr. 
Alfred Wortman. The Philatelic Congr-:::ss of Great Britain was h::ld at _Bournemouth between 26th and 
29th May and as foreshadowed in our last colunn th::re was wh:1t might be term::d 'prolonged Russian 
.activity.' We recollect seeing Mr. Miroslaw Bojanowicz, Cliff Handford, Eric Poulter, W. E. Tweedale, 
.and W. Ross amongst B.S:R.P.-ers in attendance, -whilst Cliff H:andford ch:1ired a 'Russian Study Circle' 
during one of the evenings of Congress, which was literally 'packed out,' and at which an amu:ing pro
fusion of material was on show. Naturally B.S.R.P. was extensively 'plugged' and we hope several new 
members resulted from the very energetic sales work! Cliff Handford was bom!Jarded with questions, 
in the Chair, most of which he despatched without difficulty! We were treated to an extraordinary dis
play by a visitor (non-B.S.R.P. !) of outstanding gems of Imperial Russia. These items-stamps, proofs, 
and covers-were mounted on black background paper and covered by the transparent material now so 
popular-were extensively written up, and it must be said that th,:: appearanc•~ of the sheets was quite 
.breathtaking. Fortunately it did not take us long to recognise them as outstanding items from the Goss 
Collection. The interesting thing was that these item, were in fact not originals at all, but coloured illus
trations carefully cut from the supplement to the Robson Lowe Goss Sale catalogue. When these had 
been dressed up only careful examination could elicit their true status. To appreciate the true effect of 
this display we recommend readers to experiment with a sample page. Like the ladies in the detergent 
advertisement, you will be amazed at the result. Perhaps in future we shall hwe to ask exhibitors to dis
play their treasurers without protective layers of plastic! On the final day of Congress, Mr. Miroslaw 
·Bojanowicz was presented with his Collectors' Club Medal in a very pleasing ceremony. The next event 
on the Calendar was "Philatec '64" in June, and we have obtained two reports from John Lloyd and Dr. 
Alfred Wortman who evidently enjoyed themselves imm::nsely at this International Exhibition held in 
Paris. 

Other members undertook pleasurable non-philatelic holidays during the summer. Boris Pritt had 
an enjoyable time in Italy, sending us a card from Capri. · John Lloyd and Alfred Wortman sent word 
from Paris, although Alfred is hoping to enjoy a later holiday iri Britanny, not evidently counting Paris in 
that category! And we are not surprised, as he complained that he was filling one notebook after another 
with details of the many outstanding covers on view! John Barry was contemplating the sunshine of 
Guernsey, whilst Ian Baillie chose Sussex this year, and Allan Waugh, Torquay. Thane Seager, now domi
ciled in The Hague, again struck North and experienced both a pleasant and unusual holiday in the 
Faroe Islands, sending us a card from Thorshwen. 

Some friends were not so fortunate having recently been non0 too well, and we wish thi;m a speedy 
return to good health. Will Huddy feels that in view of indifferent health and advancing age he must 
decline to seek re-election as our Honorary Treasurer in October, and it will take some time for us to get 
accustomed to a new Treasurer. Will Huddy has worked immensely hard in this difficult task ever since 
the Society began, nearly 30 years ago, and no doubt much will be said in praise of his work at the Annual 
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General Meeting. We also hope his health will be much improved following this quite brilliant English 
Summer. Treasurers are not easy to find, but we are hoping to persuade Mr. E. Eades of Axminster to 
undertake the work, although we are sorry to report that he has been confined to bed for some weeks with 
·slipped disc' trouble, which seems so much more prevalent these days. We certainly hope Mr. Eades will 
be up and about again by the time these notes are in print. Mr. H. F. Blease of Trowbridge, has like
wise been obliged to undergo treatment from his doctor, which necessitated the cancellation of a much 
looked for visit to Bournemouth for the Philatelic Congress. 

A surprise awaited us when we recently looked at a Bulgarian philatelic magazine "Philatelen Preg
led" (notice we do not use the verb 'to read') sent by our good friend Dr. Vassil Stoyanoff of Russe. An 
article by our own member Kurt Adler described two outstanding R.O.P.i.T. covers in his collection bear
ing cancellations of the Agency at Burgas, which were of special interest to Bulgarian collectors. It is 
a pleasure to see such an exchange of information, and we hope this 'two-way 'traffic will increase. 
Already many articles originating in Eastern Europe are being published in B.J.R.P. and Rossica Journal. 
Besides, we are intrigued to see how familiar names look printed in Russian script! 

Looking through the superlative collection of Russia formed by Mr. W. Ross:, at Poole recently, 
there were many items that arrested the eye. One little gem of a cancellation illustrated in this colwnn 

is from OKHOTSK KAMTCHATKA OBL. This item, and the card from 
Mr. Droar'scollection illustrated in the centre pages, are surely 'two for a pair.' 
Cancellations from Kamtchatka seem. very scarce, as indeed they should be, 
since this isolated district was in fact a penal settlement under the Imperial 
regime. OKHOTSK is actually on the mainland portion of Kamtchatkadistrict, 
as opposed to the peninsula, and looking at the 1913 Postal Map of Asiatic 
Russia, we note that some 34 Post Offices were in operation in the whole of 
the district. It would be interesting to Chronicle other Kamtchatka can
cellations of the Imperial period which may be in members' collections. 

There is some discussion among collectors about the Soviet perforation varieties which have been 
the subject of recent articles in the Journal. It is argued that as these items are often obtained by col
lectors through the Philatelic Bureau and not via normal purchase at the P.O. Counter they cannot be 
regarded as regular issues. This be as it may, but judging from an American Postal Auction catalogue 
we saw recently, high prices are asked for this type of material. A horizontal pair of 1933 10k. green, 
cancelled to order, but imperf. between, was priced at 20 dollars; a block of 4 1943 5k. with imperf. sheet 
margins was estimated at 10 dollars; whilst many others were estimated at 3 and 4 dollars apiece. The 
demand for this type of material is certainly increasing, and this is confirmed by the column 'The Auctions 
Tell You,' in "Stamp Collecting" of 14th August, which showed that a 45k. 1946 Election imperf. between 
stamp and right margin made £3; 1946 15k. Air imperf. between stamp and left margin fetched £2/10/-; 
45k. 1946 Health Resorts, vertical strip of three, double perfs. between upper pair and imperf. between 
centre and bottom stamps fetched £10. All were mint and were sold at Harmer Rooke and Co. Ltd. 

Word comes that the Society Library has been most generously presented by Mr. C. P. Bulak (El 
Paso) with two large volumes in Russian "Mongolia and the Mongolians" written by Mr. Bulak's uncle 
Prof. A. Prozdneev. This splendid work incorporates some valuable postal information and a number 
of extracts are being reprinted in Rossica Journal. We are most grateful for Mr. Bulak's valuable gift 
and we are sure that many members here will derive much pleasure and information from the volumes. 

PHILATEC PARIS 1964 
John Lloyd and Dr. A. H. Wortman 

June in Paris, written about in prose and verse I would think in every language of the world. For 
this first week of 'Philatec' Paris, the sun fairly beamed on all philatelists. Arriving Saturday evening, 
I was not p;,~cnt at the Opening, nor at the meeting between Kurt Adler, Dr. Alfred Wortman ,and others. 
Howev•:!r, on Sunday, my wife and I went along for our first look at the Exhibition. We were not dis-
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appom1ed. The Grand Palais was a wonderful selling and reminded me of the old Crystal Palace, with 
its glass domed roof, and is located among the chestnut t1ees between the Champs d'Elysees and the Cours 
la Reine. 

Having duly paid our entrance fees we were then faced with the 'Welcome Organisation' stand 
where w: were dazzled by the French beauties whose duty it was to help visitors. Within minutes we were 
whisked away by a dark eyed miss, an interpreter of several languages, to the Secretary of the Welcome 
Committee, who promptly issued us with exhibitors free passes and offered us help to make our stay in 
Paris a memorable one. 

Now to the Exhibits. On entering th~ building we wondered if it was a stamp exhibition, due to 
the French Postal Technical and Scientific contribution to the Show. First an artificial lake with a huge 
rocket suspended above caught the eye, thP.n a large white balloon, which was the Telstar Wireless recept
ion unit, and glancing away to the left was a closed circuit T/V unit in operation. A huge piece of machin
ery was busy carrying large sacks of mail by steel fingers along endless rails and pulleys ten feet above 
the ht:ads of visitors, all this a long way from th,: sm:1.ll pouch that was used to convey the small amount 
of mail in 1840. At this point we decided that there must be some stamps on exhibition somewhere, so 
we looked in our Guide to find that aJI philatelic exhibits (excepting the Court d'Honneur) were in the 
annexes of the Grand Pala is, on view in order of the countries of origin. This arrangement was probably 
to simplify the erection of exhibits, but it was certainly hard on the feet of visitors. A single country 
specialist was hard put to find all the entries he wished to see, some being in the basement, the Great Brit
ain entries on the ground floor with other countries, with others up on the-first and second floor balconies. 
The judges must indeed h:1.ve been weary looking for some of the displays. Their hard work was, how
ever rewarded at lunch time, when they all sat down in a very pleasant lounge above the restaurant to a 
wonderful selection of dishes, and bottles of good vintage. This was to happen each day due to the great 
number of frames to be judged, and on leaving the exhibition at the end of the first week, I was told that 
the jury would be hard put to to finish their work by the following Friday in time for the awards to be 
announced. But whoever heard of an exhibition being perfect in every respect? To us, anything lacking 
in the organisation pf the show, was amply compensated by the marvellous weather and the wonderful 
reception our friends accorded us during our stay in Paris. Particular and grateful thanks to Monsieur 
and Madame Ch. Godard, Monsieur and Madame I. Maslowski, both members of B.S.R.P. in Paris, 
and to Monsieur G. Citerne and Monsieur Roubard, President and Treasurer, respectively ,of the Cercle
France-U.R.S.S. 

I must not forget a few hours spent so pleasantly with our old friend Harry Myers from London, 
and 10 mention our surprise whilst waiting on the platform of the Gare du Nord for our return train, to 
see at a carriage window none other than Boris Pritt, on his way home from holiday in Italy. 

Below are shown two pictures taken during the course of the Exhibition. 

JOHN LLOYD. 
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No-one could complain of Jack of Russian material at the Exhibition in Paris. In fact one out 
of every twelve or thirteen frames was devoted to countries within our field of interest, and even without 
the 93 frames which came from collectors in the Soviet Union the proportion was one in twenty. And 
what superb material it was! We have come a very Jong way since the London Exhibition of 1950 when 
our Society gave a combined exhibit and there were displays also from Sir John Wilson and the late H. C. 
Goss. These consisted mainly of stamps, while in Paris, covers dominated the scene. Not only has more 
material come to light but so much more is known about it. Our Society can surely take some of the 
credit for this. 

In the Court of Honour, Michel Liphschutz's eight frames exhibit of the first issue was one of the 
greatest ever seen at an Exhibition. There were two 10k. imperf. first day items, a beautiful example on 
large piece cancelled KOVNO OTPR. 1858 Y ANVAR I, and another pen-cancelled on letter-sheet with 
the first day postmark nearby; the PSKOV cogwheel cancellatioa on cover; the experimental large circular 
dots ·'I" on cover with dated postmark S.P.BURG 10 FEY. 1858; anothr::r cover with the Nizhni Nov
gorod Fair cancellation of 1858 reading NIZHEGOR. YARM. POCHT. OTDIEL 20 APRIELYA; need 
I go on? Almost reeling away from this we came upon Sir John Wilson's study of the first type rectangu
lar Wenden, which included a cover with the rose and black cancelled triangular dots 400 (NENNAL). 
There were some rare earlies on superb covers in Leo Linder's Finland. 

In the Honours Class Miroslav Bojanowicz's well-known collection of Poland No. 1 was outstand
ing with its plate flaws, imperfs, extra oval line on cover and T.P.O. covers, including the only known 
cover with rings D T of Tirespol Railway Station, Warsaw. 

Here too, Michel Liphschutz had an astonishing array of P.O.'s in the Near East, and we could 
feast our eyes on his unique COMPAGNIE RUSSE METELIN and the similar MERSINE covers, also 
thr:: BATUM AGENTSTVO on strip of four 1866 lOp. all of which were reported in Used Abroad Chron
icle No. III in B.J.R.P. No. 30. In the Turkey exhibit of Tewfik Kuyas of Istanbul there were two items 
showing FRANCO in red, said to be an ODESSA mark. Another Istanbul exhibitor Timofey Matukhin 
had a cover showing the large unframed COMPAGNIE RUSSE INEBOLI cancelling a 10k (see Fig. 
762, Used Abroad Part VI). and another cover with the oval R.O.P.i.T. 0. ZH. D. TRIPOLI 12 NOYA 
76 addressed to Constantinople. There was a further display of Finland in this section from a Swedish 
collectoi'. 

Outstanding in the general competitive section were Kurt Adler's six frames of incomparable letters. 
from 1766 to 1820 only. Many of the cancellations were produced in B.J.R.P. No. 33 and it was interest
ing to see them in reality, including the two types of K.P. RIGA (Riga Horse Post), with and without 
circle. Michel Liphschutz had yet another display, dealing with the issues from 1918 to 1923 with many 
rare postmaster's provisionals. John Lloyd also showed these issues including covers with MINSK post
m1ster's provisionals both handstamped and in MS, and his two panes of the 10k. small arms imperf. 
illustrated in B.J.R.P. No. 32. Alex Droar showed his rare covers which we saw at a recent Society meet
ing, including the Mineral Water Company's stationery cover and the cover with AG ENCE DE CANDIE 
seal type cancellation. 

Our Ukraine enthusiasts Cecil Roberts and Dr. Seichter had displays of rare material; sorry, but r 
took no notes. Adgey Edgar's Mongolia had som! rare covers from th•'! Russian P.O. sin KOBDO and 
SHARASUME among others but his three frames of Manchuria had not yet been put up when I left. 
Our new member Herr Lauke had some very good Imperial material and a Warsaw exhibitor showed some 
very good No. I Poland and Polish cancellations on Russian stamj)s. 

Most of the entries from the Soviet Union were concerned with th,:matics, but there was some 
old material in two or three exhibits. Two 20k. stationery covers were to b,:! seen. thr:: wide-tailed and the 
narrow-tailed eagles, both used, but a little darkened with age, and one fram-~ of the P.O. s in China 
attracted a bronze medal in spite of describing the forgeries of the CENTS issue as second issu-~. But it 
did have a copy of the IOk. vertically laid with HANKOW cancellation and the design displaced to the 
South East. This has been added to the known list of these stamps as No. 16. There were three exhib
its of Transcaucasian issues, with first-class material and one was awarded a silver-bronze medal. 
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A new cancellation for the Used Abroad list was discovered in one of the exhibits of France. It 
was on a cover from Marseilles to Constantinople, and re-addressed to Athens, with triple franking of 
a French 40c. perf., a Greek 40 lepta and a Russian !Ok. perf. 12½. The latter was cancelled with single 
circle KONSTANTINOP. KONT. 20 NOYA 1868 in the design of Fig. 9 in Part I of the Used Abroad 
work. It is so similar to the KONSTANTINOPOL that it m:Ly be missed, perhaps some of us have an 
example. 

Outside the Exhibition and in the homes of our members Liphschutz and Maslowski there were 
more connoisseur's items to be seen. 

My wife and I were entertained right royally by both Mme. Maslowski and Dr. Ida Liphschutz, 
Michel's sister, and in each establishment, after dinner, albums were produced. It is really remarkable 
what Igor Maslowski has managed to find in just five years' collecting. There were seven of each of the 
first 20k. and 30k., yet another example of the !Ok. KIT Al vertically laid, mint, (m:Lking No. 17) and the 
remarkable letter-card with the unframed PEKIN temporary handstamp illustrated in B.J.R.P. No. 32. 

Michel Liphschutz has a cover identifying a new triangular dots number postmark. It is 
1363 FALESHTI BES. GUB. of 1876 

and this remarkable cover also has a framed N'E V'POLN OPLACHENO of Volochisk. I asked Michel 
if he had ever seen a Zemstvo to Zemstvo cover and from among his 500 (five hundred! Tell it not in 
Chesterfield!) Zemstvo covers he produced two. One from a village in Dankov to a village in Bogorodsk 
with Zemstvo stamps and intermediate Imperial franking with all appropriate cancellations in 1891, and 
the other from Irbit with adhesive stamp in 1888, Imperial DENEZHNI seals and USTSYSSOLSK 
NEOPLACHENO adhesive stamp. But of all the covers seen I liked most the S'KORABLYOM V' S. 
PETERBURG (by ship from St. Petersburg) cancelling a 2k. black and red and the 7 /!Ok. RO PIT stamp 
-cancelled in Constantinople with POLUCHENO PARAKHODOM (received by steamer) put on at 
Odessa in 1879. 

A. H. WORTMAN. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

As usual, many letters from readers have been received since the last Journal made its appearance. 
and we do appreciate all the kind comments that have been m:Lde. Evidently our Journal is meeting the 
needs of members, which is the most important thing. We are sorry if copies seem to appear a little 
behind the publication date. We are constantly striving to be more prompt, but inevitably a series of 
difficulties arise which delay production! Some of the comments made by readers are of general interest, 
and these we reproduce below:-

Mr. Michael Rayhack (Little Falls, N.J.) sends us a piece bearing four stamps of the Phillipine 
Islands(issuesof 1906) all of which are obliterated by a five pointed star set within a circle, in exactly the 
same design as the 'Bulgarian star' illustrated by Mr. S. D. Tchilinghirian in 'Used Abroad Chronicle 
No. VI' (Fig. 117). We can hardly believe these stamps are 'Phillipine Islands Used in Bulgaria' and 
closer examination shows that the actual Bulgarian cancellation measures 23mm. in diameter on copies 
we have, whilst the Phillipine star is larger measuring 29mm. The latter seems to be made of rubber 
whereas Bulgarian stars give a thin clear impression indicative of being made of metal. Mr. Rayhack 
also comments on the paragraph we reprinted from Russia in Journal 34 (page 31) about the 'Kerensky 
stamps,' pointing out that if we accept the fact that the stamps "were put into circulation on 15 October 
1918" and that this date was the "first day of issue"' then the earliest used copy of 3rd June 1918 quoted 
.by Eric Peel in B.J.R.P. 28 (page 19) from the John Barry collection would appear to be questionable. 
On the other hand, it may be that the Kerensky stamps were indeed used on this date, and the Soviet Order 
quoted in the last Journal might have just meant that the Kerensky stamps were to be acceptable for postal 
use. Mr. Rayhack m:!ntions that in a recently purchased collection of Kerensky stamps, v.hich included 
covers and large used blocks of both the 35k. and 70k., the earliest date of use he h-is is ?.12.18. It would 
be interesting to learn from Mr. Peel and Mr. Barry as to how they view "15.10.18"' as a possible •first 
day of issue.' Mr. Rayh1ck wonders whether the 'Kcrensky' p:>Stcards (with the single h-:adcd eagle) 
were included in the Order, since he has a finely used card cancelled 7 Sept. 1918. We assum~ no one is 
aware of any Kerensky Government Order authorising these stamps or stationery for postal use. In a 
letter concerning our original paragraph, John Barry (Sutton) points out th:Lt the Soviet Catalogue of 1928 
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notes the Kerensky stamps although the first Soviet stamps listed are those issued in Aug. 1921. The 
1947 Soviet Catalogue does not mention the Kerensky stamps at all. 

Mr. Hans lrmann-Jacobsen (Oslo) wishes to make one correction and one addition to his interest
ing article on Soviet Definitive stamps published in Journal 34. On page 21 (line l l) is 'These stamps 
appear to have been used until 1948, in which year a new set produced by offset printing ...... ' Mr. 
Irmann-Jacobsen points out that he made a slip of the pen here-the stamps were printed by photogravure. 
At the bottom of page 22 the size of the stamps should h<1ve been inserted after the line comm:!ncing 'IV. 
Offset Printing. White paper ea. 9.5 hundredth mm.' The size is 21.45 x 14.4 mm. 

Mr. Innann-Jacobsen also tells us he has recently found a copy of the 2R. Agricultural Exhibition 
issue of 1923. This stamp is catalogued only imperf. or perf. 12½. The item found is with a mixed per
foration; 13½ x 13½ x 12½ x 12½- Has anyone else found this, or any oth•'!r mixed perforation on this 
stamp? The existence of this specim'!n indicates that at least two other combinations could be obtained 
(assuming the copy is th'! top right hand corner stamp) and more if the stamp was from any other position 
on the sheet. 

Baron Constantine Stackelberg (Washington, D .C.) was intrigued by the flaws on the !Ok. stamps 
illustrated on Journal 34, and recalls that he h<1s two similar flaws on these stamps in his own collection. 
These are,(l) 10k. of 1865 on thick wove paper, a flaw occurs in the upper right comer, the outside frame 
line being interrupted, and the inner frame line dented, evidently the result of a blow from the N.W. direct
ion; (2) on the 10k. of 1866, ordinary horiz. laid paper, in the lower right corner, the foot of the' I' is joined 
joined with the 'O' (of '10') by a white line. As Baron Stackelberg points out, the first flaw can be a recurring 
one, whereas the white line between '1' and 'O' may have been the result of a speck of dirt, may not be 
recurrent, and thus of little interest. 

The article by H. G . Leslie Fletcher and W. P. Fletcher on the stamps of White Russia (Journal 34,. 
page 3) aroused a good deal of interest, Mr. R. Benns (Lowestoft) commenting that from his own researches 
Type 'F2' appears to be the most common of the forgeries and is probably often confused with the genuine 
stamps of which it is a good copy (apart from the 15k. ). The point Mr. Benns always looks for is the light 
shading under the heavy shading on the girl's forearm sleeve which is absent on 'F2' (and also on 'F3" 
and F4'). Mr. Benns also informs us that Type 'F2' also exists in the following varieties-(a) Perf. 1 I¼: 
Perf. 11¼ x 10½; Imperf.-all on wove paper with a distinct vertical mesh. (b) Perf. 10½ and lmperf.
on a thin hard paper, semi-transparent with no sign of a wove mesh. Mr. Fletcher's Type 'F4' exists 
both perf. 11 ½ and imperf. gummed. Mr. E. Mehnert-Frey (Zurich) was also much interested in this article 
and commenting on the postcard (which was illustrated through the courtesy of Stanley Gibbons Ltd.} 
says it seems incredible to him that someone in Russia, especially in White Russia, had addressed a post-· 
card to a Letton or Esthonian lady (the name Siigel is either Letton or Esthonian) beginning with M'elle., 
and feels that the card must have been manufactured to order and never despatched by mail. Mr. Meh
nert-Frey believes the Riga cancellation must have been put on the card 'par complaisance.' Several other 
members have expressed similar opinions. 

The article on the forgeries of Soviet Georgia (B.J.R.P. 34, page 26) also interested th,'! foregoing 
correspondents, who mention additional_ details by which the forgeries can be distinguished from the 
genuine stamps. Mr. Mehnert-Frey gives· us a sizeable list ofissu•'!S on which he would like to s~ articles, 
and we shall do what we can to meet his request. 

Mr. Boris Pritt (Eastcote) raises an interesting point on correct Russian spelling (a topic on which 
we are hardly qualified to express an opinion). He says : "Looking through my Petrograd C'~nsor m·uk
ings I found that all t~ big box type censor m<1rks, size 55mm. x 24mm. hwe the top line spelling : 
"VSKRITO VOENNOU CENSUROI" meaning "Opened by Military C:nsorship." I have seen some 
100 different Petrograd censored covers and post cards, with censor numbers from No. 8 to ap,Jrox. No. 
900, all of which have the aforementioned spelling of the top line. Every other Russian town with post 
censorship spells those three words "VSKRITO VOENNOI CENSUROI," but now I have a cover of 
my own, postmark MOSCOW 8.1.16, and seen a second cover postmarked OREL 7.3.16 b:>th censored 
in Petrograd with big box type censormarks and sm11l box type ~nsorm1rks with the spelling; "VSKRITO 
VOENNOU CENSUROI" As my Russian is rusty, I would appreciate it very much if som'!body could 
elucidate the point." Can anyone help? 
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AUCTION NOTES 

W. S. E. Stephen 

There has been ample opportunity to acquire material suitable to all tastes over the last six months. 
Several large and important collections of Russia have been disposed of at auction, notably being those of 
Burrus Levant and of the late J. Prebjano of Paris. Members of B.S.R.P. are indebted to M . Theodore 
Champion of Paris who kindly sent copies of the profusely illustrated sale catalogue of the Prebjano sale, 
and many of our readers were successful in acquiring several of the rarer pieces on offer. 

Nor have the smaller auctions been lacking with material to offer, and it is becoming apparent 
that closer scrutiny of collections being submitted for sale is now general. 

Th~re have been few single lots, however, of outstanding merit to report, the Burrus Sale over
shadowing all others, and it is felt desirable th:it a fairly comprehensive listing of this important sale be 
given that members may have these for the record. This Burrus Levant Sale, held at Robson Lowe Ltd. 
on 20th May, 1964, h:id 112 lots of Russian Levants for disposal, of which 99 found purch<tsers. For those 
who are statistically minded the total value of the 99 Lots sold was £5,374 as estimated by auctioneers, 
the final realisations being £7,707. This indicates the unprecedented demand for this type of material 
at the present time. 

Please note th:it the numbers in brackets indicate the sheet position of the stamp or stamps, the 
letter 'F' before the Lot indicates the item came from thi: Faberge collection. 
1863-66 6k. blue 

Four Lots of this stamp were on offer, all exceeding estimates, the outstanding h:ing a single used 
-copy cancelled with blue Constantinople Type 6 (Fig. 9) making £50 despite an ironed out crease. A verti
cal strip of four, thin paper, with much original gum, selling for £60. 
1865 2k. brown and blue 

(F) Lot 132 was undoubtedly the 'piece de resistance,' and was illustrated on the front cover of 
the sale catalogue. This consisted of two very fine vertical strips of four, each from the same position on 
the sheet (1-8-15-22) used together on small piece, lightly cancelled XHIOS in blue, small fault at right 
and other tiny blemish':!s. This spectacular item, ex-Faberge collection, doubled the estimate of £750 and 
sold for £1,500. The cancellation is of Type 4 (Fig. 164) of Chios, described in "Stamps of the Russian 
Empire Used Abroad." 

(F) Lot 133 (1-4), a strip of three and a joined up single showing sheet margin at top, a wonder
ful piece with Type 4 cancellation of Chios, changing hands at £550, the estimate being £375. 

Lot 134 (1-8), a m:irginal vertical pair used on cover from Mersina to Bairouth, tied by the rare 
.blue '783' in truncated triangle of dots, one with a very slight crease and rub in the margin, fine colour, yield
ing £475 against £200 estim:1te. 

Lot 141 (6), fine unused with small regular margins fetched almost full catalogue at £50. 
Lot 142, a very fine light cancelled marginal copy, cut close at foot went for £37/10/-. 
Lot 143 (7) a fine marginal copy, cancelled Type 4 (Fig. 164) of Chios exceeded catalogue price of 

£50 making £55. 
Lot 148 (10-11) an attractive example with clear margins, Type 3 (Fig. 163) of Chios cancellation 

realising £77/10/-. 
(F) Lot 155 (16-23) a marginal lightly cancelled pair, very fine indeed, doubling the estimate of 

£125 to £250. 
Lot 157 (18-21) a good horizontal strip, very lightly cancelled, on cover from Chios to Jaffa, some 

small defects, cover and strip being creased, sold for £220. 
Lot 163 (26-27) an extraordinary large pair showing portions of three adjacent stamps, sheet margin 

at top and clear blue'783' numeral in truncated triangle of dots, m:ide the am:izinglyhigh figure of £320; 
estimate £175. 
1865 20k. blue and red 

Lot 172. Cover, fine used with truncated triangle of dots and part c.d.s. R.O.P.i .T. to Beyrouth 
in combination with two Turkey 1863 I pi. postage dues. This unusual combination fully meriting the 
£290 paid. The c.d.s. of this 20k. stamp is Type 5 (Fig. 8) of Constantinople, the truncated triangle of dots 
not showing on illustration, possibly being struck on reverse on arrival at Beyrouth. 

Lot 179. (6) A marvellous fresh mint example with good to large margins was knocked down at 
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the record level of £105, being £10 over Gibbons' catalogue price. 
(F) Lot 210. A marvellous example on cover to Beyrouth. The illustration of this cover in the 

catalogue is difficult to decipher but may be the '784' Jaffa triangle of dots. This remarkable cover 
deserved the price of £300 paid against the estimate of £85. 
1865 Horizontal Network Issues 

Lot 213. A wonderful block (2 x 4) with good margins except where the first stamp is touched 
at left, tied by indistinct blue c.d.s. to the back of a cover addressed to Beirouth. Probably unique. Fetch
ing £480. 

Lot 214. Two vertical strips of four used together on cover Mersina to Beyrouth, one stamp slightly 
cut into but with huge margins elsewhi::re and both strips clearly cancelled '783' estimated £55 but made 
the extraordinary price of £290. 
1867 Vertical Network 

Lot 230. Two singles 20k. blue and rose used togeth•'!r on cover to Taganrog, one stamp just 
touched. Catalogue illustration of this item too indistinct to decipher cancellation correctly, made £65. 
1868-84 Numeral Issues 

Prices in this section were extremely high for the many outstanding lots on offer, and mention can 
be made of very few-

Lot 233. 1868 !Ok. carmine and green, a vertical pair, variety imperforate between, fine and fairly 
lightly cancelled, £26. 

Lot 235. 1872 3k. green, a horizontal pair clearly cancelled '782' in truncated triangle of dots. 
(Alexandretta) and used on cover from Aleppo to Tarsus and charged with two Turkish 1 pi. postage 
dues £47/10/-. 

Lot 239. 1872 !Ok. bisected diagonally used on 1892 postcard from Smyrna to Brussels, £27. 
(F) Lot 241. 1876 '8' in blue on 10k. carmine and green, a pair and three singles with two 1872 

lk. on cover from Mersina to Constantinople, two stamps have defects; an attractive cover. £47/10/-. 
(F) Lot 244. 1879 '7' in black on 10k. -superb used on 1880 cover from Constantinople-to Odessa,. 

£65. 

MEETING REPORTS 

The 85th meeting of the Society was held on March 21st, 1964, at 41, Devonshire Place, London, 
W.I. The President was in the chair and sixteen other members were present. 

After the previous Minutes had been read and confirmed the following new members were elected:. 
E. P. OcKE)'., "Longvida," 15, Upper Pines, Woodmansterne, Banstead, Surrey. 
A. CRONIN, General Delivery, Windsor, Ontario, Canada. 
V. PozHARSKY, 590, Whitney Avenue, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A. 
0. FABERGE, Stenbacksgatan 20B, Helsingfors, Finland. 
C. GODARD, 13 rue Leon Delhomme, Paris 15e, France. 

Mr. Kellaway reported that since thi:: last meeting two packets had been sent out, value £368. Two
have been broken up, sales £95. The Superintendent said that damage has been caused to packet boxes 
when in transit owing to the poor wrapping paper used. It is important that the boxes be wrapped in 
double paper, (newspaper, then brown), otherwise the sharp edges of the boxes cut through. 

Mr. Ashford sent word that the printers are getting on with Journal No. 34. It will appear towards 
the end of April. Mr. Combridge stated that two photograph,-::d copies of Chuchin's Zemstvo catalogue 
had been added to the library through thi:: kindness of Dr. C'!resa. Othi::r books recently added to the 
library are "Polish Special Postmarks I to 4 (Crimlisk); ''Polish Post in Stamboul, 1766-1922" and a price 
list of Poland 1961, in English. Mr. Combridge was thanked for making up the latest Journal index. 

After business Dr. A. H. Wortman gave a display covering P.O.'s in the Far East. Mr. Peel, pro
posing a vote of thanks to Dr. Wortman, thought the display a most intriguing and unusual one. Mr. 
Pritt seconded and all present very cordially agreed. Dr. Wortman has provided us with the following 
resume of his display:-

Thi:: KlT Al overprints included two examples of th•'! !Ok. vertically laid, both used in Hankow, 
and the blue and black varieties of overprint on the wove pap-'!r series. A block of 25 of the 7r. vertically 
laid and of the Sr. wove had Shanghai cancellations. All the CENTS surcharges were shown mint and 
used with forgeries of all values except the 10c. and 14c. for comparison. A range of the HARBIN 
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···cents" surcharges included blocks showing th,e positions of varieties on most values, such as the thick 
·"t," broken 'T' for "t," italic "C," open "C' and varying positions of the figure of value. The "2 Cents·• 
in blue, •·5 cents" inverted and. "5 Cents" double on 5k. imperf. were shown. The "5 Cents" with open 
"C" on piece with a strip of "20 CENTS" was used at HAILAR STN., C.E. RLY. on 30.12.20. 

A range of covers from the Post Offices in China, Mongolia and Manchuria included some already 
illustrated or described in the Journal. Of the oval cancellation type with post-horn, covers were shown 
from PEKIN, KALGAN and URGA, and other outstanding covers were the PEKIN with temporary 
Boxer cancellation, a CHEFOO Paquebot and TIENTSIN of 1898 with red cancellation of Russian 2k. 
Items from Manchuria comm::nced with a postal station•:!ry 3k. postcard from PORT ARTHUR and a 
cover of 1900 from the Engineer of th::: "Dimitri Donskoi" stationed at PORT ARTHUR, a pair and a 
single 2k. KITAI, loose stamps with DALNil cancellation of 1932 and a G.B. cover to HARBIN. with 
return cachet, 1914. 

Examples of cancellations of th:e Chinese Eastern Railway commenced with Route Nos. 261-266, 
Nos. 261 serial 7, 262 serials 6 and 7, and 265 serial 2 in the first type with split dates being shown either 
as cancellations or transit marks on covers, and in the oval type serials a to zh except g of No. 264. Fifteen 
different railway stations were shown. 

Field Post Offices of the Russo-Japan~e War were shown on cover, including Nm,. ;o, 11, 12. 13, 
17 and 27, the 1st Army Corps, MUKDEN Field Telegraph Office and HARBIN KORPUS. GORODOK. 
Cachets of the 1st Ussuriiski Railway Guards, the Commandant of the Station and Wharf of TANKHOI 
and the Rear Evacuation Commission at HARBIN were on other covers and a postcard. 

An intriguing ship item was a cover with three IOk. stamps cancelled PLEINE MER at SUEZ, 
•carried by the SARATOV, one of th•! Volunteer Fleet ships, a_nd originating in HANKOW. A cover 
with cancellation BLAGOVIESHCHENSK-NlKOLAEVSK PAROKH. 1907 and a postcard with 
SHKUNA AMUR. LIMAN. TATAR. PROLIV. 1917 were from Amur River steamers, and two covers 
with NAGASAKI PAQUEBOT and another with TSURUGA PAQUEBOT as well as two VLADIVOST. 
-TSURUGA PAROKH. covers were from the Sea of Japan. 

A registered cover with KO.RSAKOVSK SAKHALIN label and KORSAKOVSK. PRIM. OB. 
1903 cancellation on a pair of IOk. stamps was carried by a Japanese steamer (postm'lrk AIKO KU MA.RU 
on the reverse). It was addressed to North London. Three covers with stamps of the Far Eastern 
Republic 1921-23 completed th,! display. 

The 86th m~eting of the Society was held on Saturday, May 16th, 1964 at 41, Devonshire Place, 
London, W.I. The President, Mr. W. G. Kellaway, was in lh-~ ch'lir and thirteen other members were 
present. 

After the minutes of th•! previous meeting h'ld b•:!en read and confirmed the following three new 
members were elected : 

G. B. HAIG, Vale View, Buckhorn Weston, Gillingh'lm, Dorset. 
H. C. EASTON, 3, St. James· Place, Manchester 2. 
H. LAUKE, An den Deichwiessen 35, 3, Hannover Buckholz, Germ'lny. 

Exchange Packet: 
Mr. Kellaway said that since the last meeting two packets had been broken up, sales £98. and two 

had been sent out, value £460. Will members on the packet list please notify the Superintendent about 
holiday dates as soon as possible. 

Mr. Ashford sent word that he h'ld not yet received Journal No. 34 from the printers, but was 
doing his best to hasten its appearance. 

After business Mr. J. Lloyd displayed stamps and covers concerning "The Soviet Space Pro
gramme." 

Mr. Leeland in proposing a vote of thanks complimented Mr. Lloyd on so complete and attract
ive a display. Mr. Ockey, seconding, said the display had been most instructive. All present wam1ly 
concurred. Mr. Lloyd h'ls provided th•e following notes on his display:-

The collection is composed of the stamps, postal stationery, cancellations and cachets appartain
ing to all Soviet Space efforts, h!ginning with the First Sputnik in 1957 up to the Teresh'wva-Bykovsky 
Space Flight of 14th June, 1963. 

The very first effort, as we all know, was the launching of the first Earth Satellite Sputnik I on 
the 4th October, 1957 and the first sh,~et of this collection displays the two 40 kop. blue and blue slate 
stamps to the occasion, issued 5th Nov~mber. 1957 and the 40 kop. Tsiolkovsky stamp first issued 7th 
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October,andreissued forthe above occasion on the 28th November, overprinted "4. x .57. First Artificial 
Satellite of the World." There are mint and postally used copies on cover from Moscow, together with 
a cutting from an article by Dr. John Kraus of the Ohio State University recording the disintegration of 
this Sputnik. The reason for the re-issue of the Tsiolkovsky Centenary stamp was due to this Scientist 
being known as the Father of Space, who m'iny years ago said "Man will not rem'iin eternally on Earth, 
in pursuit of light and space, he will venture at first timidly, beyond the confines of the atmosphere, and 
then conquer all space in th,e region of the Sun." 

There were approx. 120 sh•'!Cts displaying stamps with their souvenir covers and cancellations com
memorating Sputniks, Rockets into Space, around the Moon, on the Moon, to Venus, around the Sun 
and other trajectories in Cosmos. Some of these covers with their special cancellations were, at the time 
of launching, fairly plentiful but others were very rare, being issued in as few as a hundred specimens only. 
Many were of a limited issue of 300. A number of philatelic societies in the smaller towns of the 
U.S.S.R. had covers printed to the various launchings and with th'! postal authorities' co-operation, used 
commemorative cachets, which are treasured rarieti,es. Of the above 120 pages, about forty of them are 
devoted to Manned Space Flights: Yuri Gagarin, Major Titov, the First Team Flight Nikolaev and Popo
vitch, and finally the Teresh1<:ova-Bykovsky flight. The Gagarin sheets are enhanced by a personally 
autographed photograph of the cosmonaut obtained by the Director of the Institute of Medicine and 
Public Health at Ordjonikidze. Space does not allow for a long enumeration of all this material: let me 
say that these issues of Soviet Space stamps show very few varieties. Many of them were issued both 
pcrf. and imperf. with of course, the usual different shades. One major variety is the Bykovsky stamp, 
first issue, having two stars above the trajectory with further printings showing three stars. All the special 
cancellations and cachets are amply described and well illustrated in the Lollini C.O.S.M.O.S. catalogue 
giving continental prices in New French Francs. Some are rare enough to l>e without price and on enquir
ing for these, such prices as 100 or 120 francs were quoted (£5 or £10). Many Soviet postal stationery 
envelopes were devoted to Space and most of these are present in this collection, but a complete list would 
be far too lengthy. These being issued by the Postal authorities, must be considered part of Space phil
ately. All Official postal stationery is identified by having printed on it, date' of printing, quantity issued. 
name of designer and also stating th•e name of town were the Ministry of Postal Communications are res
ponsible for the issue. Finally, this collection is mounted so as to conform to the new F.I.P. rules for 
intern'itional thematic and didactic display that are becoming very popular, particularly on the continent. 

A WEEK-END MEETING 
I. L. G. Baillie 

In April, 1963 there was a most enjoyable week-end meeting in Mr. Roberts' horn,~ in the Somer
set countrysid,::-as reported in B.J.R.P. 33, p. 32. 

Through the kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Roberts there was in April,. 1964 a second of these delight
ful meetings, and this rather brief account will give an idea of the philatelic fare which the "West Coun
try" members enjoyed. 

Firstly, Mr. Waugh of Bath displayed Soviet varieties. His main section proved to be a fascinat
ing study covering every field in which variations can occur. There were perforation varieties including 
imperf., between pairs, paper faults, set-offs, transposed cliches, plate faults, colour changes, unissued 
varieties and many other scarce items as well as the photogravure screen changes he detailed recently in 
B.J.R.P. 32, p. 14 and B.J.R.P. 33, p 28. Mr. Waugh explained how these varieties tended to be phased 
according to the printing methods normally in use in the different phases of Soviet philately, and also 
related his discoveries to the somewhat inadequate catalogue listings available to date. 

The opportunity to examine this comprehensive range of these varieties was much appreciated, 
as was Mr. Waugh's concluding section of special cancellations in which he separated the postal types 
(e.g. remote isles, steamer marks, etc.) from the more philatelic or propaganda types (e.g. special e\'ent 
marks often closely related to the stamp designs). 

Secondly, Mr. Baillie of Bristol (standing in, at short notice, for Mr. Ashford who was ill) displayed 
some pages from his collection of the 1920/21 surcharges for the Wrangel inter-camp post. Against the 
background of the Kethro/ Ashford book and the subsequent Baillie/Kethro article in B.J.R.P. 16 and 17, 
each of the 7 basic surcharges was studied in tum. Attention was concentrated on the "characteristic" 
marks of genuine surcharges, and on the desirability of collecting copies with clear subtype marks. The 
rn'iin range of varieties; some forgeries were also presented for comparison, including the dangerous so
called "Paris reprints." 
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This display concluded with a lively and absorbing discussion around the displayed covers of this 
Post. The two notable points arising were:-

(a) apart from the rare Khalki and Khalki II cancellers it seems that there were two Kkilki 
II cancellers of the common double-ring type, and 

(b) th·! covers which had clearly gone through the Post could be separated into thi:: truly 
postal covers and thP. philatelic covers. 

Mr. Baillie emphasised thi:: differences between these covers and the forged covers and forged "used on 
piece·· items which, he said, were still sometimes offered in U.K. so that care was still needed. 

Thirdly, Mr. Bojanowicz of Wembley enthralled us all with a wonderful study of the Kingdom of 
Poland in thi:: period 1858-70, based on items selected from his Gold Medal collection. The first portion 
of his display dealt with the post of th~ Kingdom in 3 phases-1858/60 when Imperial stamps were in use, 
1860/65 when Poland No. l was current, then 1865/70 whi::n Imperial stamps were again introduced. He 
illustrated the standard cancelling procedure for despatch, transit and receipt in Poland, and explained 
how it differed from that in Imperial Russia; he then showed how confusion in Poland led to erroneous 
practice. He explaini::d many features of his m1terial and demonstrated how detailed study and logical 
deduction could enable earlier conclusions to b! corrected (e.g. he averred that re-use of stamps in Poland 
in this period was for financial gain and not for patriotism). 

Mr. Bojanowicz thi::n concluded with the second portion of his display. This portion had not 
previously b:::en displayed as an entity, and it was explained that articles would be appearing shortly on 
the subject-the cancellations used on east and westbound railways through Poland in the period. It 
became clear as the material was described to us that many new discoveries and new interpretations were 
involved. Although we must in fairness leave Mr. Bojanowicz the privilege of describing his findings 
himself, it is our pleasure to record our keen interest in this subject and our gratitude to Mr. Bojanowicz 
for displaying so many fine and rare items at Shepton House. 

Finally, in addition to thanking Mr. and Mrs. Roberts and their daughter for their hospitality, all 
the visitors to the depths of Somerset are also indebted to our dear friend Will Huddy who entertained 
us and our hosts to dinner on the Saturday evening. 

THE ZEMSTVO GAZETTEER (Continued) 
Fred W. Speers 

Alatyr (Simbirsk Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1867 
Alatyr lies in the north central section of Simbirsk government. It is an agricultural centre lying 

at the juncture of the Sura and Alatyr rivers. A rail line, constructed in the 1860s, joined it with Saransk 
to the west. Alatyr's population in 1870 was about 3,500. Raising of grain, the cutting of timber, fish
ing for sturgeon and working of leather formed the chief occupations of its populace, most of whom are 
Mordvinians. 

The city was founded in 1552. For most of the next century it formed a south-eastern outpost 
of the Russian settlements which extended only to the Sura. Later, Alatyr dwindled in importance as 
the settlements were pushed further across the Sura to the south-east. The timber cut in its locality was 
floated northward on the Sura to the Volga then easterly and southerly as the Volga made its great swing 
along Simbirsk governmi::nfs eastern boundary. 

Stamps: Alatyr issued only two types of stamps, both of similar design consisting of a rectangular 
frame of small ornate circular ornami::nts enclosing th,'! values either l or 2 kopecks and the legend "zem
stvo post,. as well as th•! city·s nam~. Both were type set and both were typographed in black. Due to 
differences in thi:: type in which thi:: words were printed thi::re are about 20 minor varieties. Any example 
of an Alatyr stam;:> is r.ecognised as rare. Th-~ zem,tvo post in Alatyr was in existenc•! eight years. 

Syzran (Simbirsk Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1872. Th! post was suppressed in 1874. 
Syzran is located along the southeast boundary of the government on the right b:mk of the Volga. 

[t is on thi:: Penza-Sam1ra railway, completed in th•! 1870's, which crosses tht:: Volga on a railway bridge. 
The city itself was founded in 1683 being built around a fort which protected the locality from Tatars 
and Circassians. 

Main occupations of the people include truck gardening, trading in rye and operation of flour mills 
and tanneries and the n11king of agricultural machinery. Timber and some manufactured articles were 
brought from the upper Volga and its exports wer.: sent south and westerly down the Volga. The chief 
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town of its district, Syzran's annual fair was the most important in the government. The city took pride
in a convent constructed in the 17th century and a park in the centre of the city. By 1882 its population 
reached 24,500. 

Stamps: Syzran issued only one stamp. It was of 5 kopecks value. It consisted of four type-set 
words (zemstvo, postage stamp, and the city's name) enclosed in a rectangle with the value, "5k." Print
ing was done in blue ink on surfaced coloured bluish or crimson reddish paper, rough and white on reverse. 
The stamps were imperforate and without gum. 

SMOLENSK GOVERNMENT 
(Two zemstvo-issuing cities-Dukhovshchina and Krasnyi-and a third, Smolensk, which pre

pared a set of zem,tvo stamps but did not actually put th•:=m into use). 
Periods of zemstvo activity within the government: 1873-1881, 1890-1912. 
Smolensk governm,;nt is one of middle European Rus~ia, bounded by those of Tver, Moscow, 

Kaluga, Orel, Chernigov, Mogilev, Viteb.;k and Pskov. It is largely plateau count1y with rivers that 
have eroded deeply into its soil. The Dnieper originates in Smolensk government and flows southerh· 
from it. Th,:; Kasplya and Mezha, flowing northward, carry boats to Riga. Both are tributaries of th~ 
Dvini-.. Th,:;re are vast marshes and small lakes in the west and northwest. The soil of Smolensk govern
ment is largely a clay and of small fertility. About a third of the govemm-.!nt is covered with forests. 
The climate is fairly moderate but moist. 

Area: 21,632 square miles. Population (1906): 1,762,000. 
Although th•! chief occupation of the goverrun!nt was agriculture, namely the raising of rye, wheat, 

oats, barley, buckwheat and potatoes, it still was necessary to import grain. Flax, hemp and tobacco 
also were grown. Livestock development was hampered by a shortage of pasture land. Cotton and 
paper mills and distilleries and breweries made up the principal but limited industries. The peasantry 
was poor, a condition aggravated by the French invasion of 1812 th'! effects of which were felt for a cen
tury. More than half of the m1le population of western Smolensk left their homes each year in search 
of part-time work elsewhere. 

The governm!nt was divided into 12 districts, three or which had as their chief towns the cities 
mentioned above. Other districts and their chief towns were Byelyi, Dorogobuzh, Elnya, Gzhatsk, Pory
echie, Roslavl, Sychevka, Vyazma and Yukhnov. 

D11khovshchina (Smolensk Govemm•!nt) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1873-1881 
Dukhovshchina is located in the west central section of Smolensk government about 20 miles north

east of the capital city of Smolensk. Betwe-!n it and Smolensk the headwaters of the Dnieper flow south
westerly. In the 1880s, Dukhovshchina's population was barely 4,000 and its people were chiefly engaged 
in raising rye, wheat, oats and potatoes in the relatively infertile soil of this locality. 

It was at Dukhovshchina in November, 1812, that a force of Cossacks, armed with cannon, set 
upon and destroyed the Army of Italy under Prince Eugene, a component in Napoleon's Grand Army 
then retreating westward from Moscow. By 1870, the economy of the region had begun to show evident 
recovery from the ravages of Napoleon's crossings back and forth across the government. 

Stamps: Dukhovshchina h1d seven is.sues of stam~ which appeared in two principal designs, both 
being typeset in two r,;etangles one within th,:; other. All were typograph•:!d in black on variously coloured 
paper-blue, lilac, and lilac rose. There were two values: 3 kopecks for prepaid postage and 6 kop.ecks 
for postage due. Issuance· of the stamps was stopped in 1882 when the zem,tvo council undertook the 
free sending of m1il. 

Kras11_1·i (Smolensk Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1890-1912 
Krasnyi is located in the southwestern section of Smokn,k government about 12 miles southwest 

of the city of th1t name. It is located in a poor section of western Smolensk and was served only hy local 
roads although it was th,e chief town or its district, one of 12 in the governmr;:nt. Its population of ab:>Ut 
5.000 at the tum of the century eked out a living by tilling the poor soil and raising cereal crops and flax. 

Krasnyi was the site of the last major battle fought by Napoleon on his retreat from Moscow. 
General Kutuzov, who had harassed the Grand Army"s westward retreat by actions along its south•~rn 
flank, closed in on it at K1asnyi in mid-Novemb~r. 1812. The action forced Napoleon to separate troops 
able to retreat with him across the Berezina river to the west and to abandon others unable to continue. 

(To be continued) 
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